CITY OF EASTHAMPTON
Mayor Nicole LaChapelle
50 Payson Avenue, Easthampton, MA 01027
413-529-1400
mayor@easthamptonma.gov

June 4, 2021
President and CEO Dan Rivera
MassDevelopment
99 High Street
Boston, MA 02110
Dear Mr. Rivera:
As its Mayor, I see Easthampton as a unique, one-of-a-kind place that struggles with common barriers all
cities face – housing, safety, education, affordability. The fulfilled and unfulfilled needs of any city tell its
story and direct its future. We are no different. Easthampton is scrambling to support its blue-collar roots
and reconfigure resources for a robust and inclusive future. As a city of 16,000 surrounded by two
Gateway Cities and a cool–kid college city, Easthampton defies typical requirements in existing housing
and economic development programs because of its size, location, demographics, and available space.
We are a community that historically grows with who we and what we have to provide a better quality of
life for our residents. With Housing Choice, MassWorks, Community Compacts, PARC, CPA, we have a
strong record of creatively stacking local, state, and federal dollars to create jobs, housing and dispel
blight.
In June 2022, our new Pre-K – 8 school is opening, leaving three one-hundred-year-old elementary
schools for disposition by the city.
Our 2021 Housing Production Plan calls for 38 new Affordable Housing units each year, with these
school sites identified as critical properties. Our 2020 Downtown Strategic Plan was a year-long
community-driven plan that identified community-supported uses for the school properties and the need
to prepare an RFP for reuse actively, a project currently underway. Our 40R Smart Growth District
includes all three properties and allows denser housing under Site Plan Approval. Interested developers
are plain and direct – no one school site is feasible for affordable housing development as no one school
site can accommodate more than 35 – 40 units.
From my view, I do not see three individual school sites, but one project to grow our Affordable Housing
stock as the window of affordability closes on Easthampton. The three schools bookmark our downtown
and cultural districts. They should continue supporting the community by becoming housing anyone can
access. We have visioned and planned for co-development of the properties to attract affordable housing
developers. I ask you to look with me outside the box and consider funding this application as a project
rather than a site to leverage Commonwealth dollars against gentrification.
The due diligence associated with each building and site includes existing conditions survey, phase I
environmental assessments, and structural and code evaluations. The City’s ongoing process to create
and release an RFP gains strength incorporating this vital information about the buildings and locations
by early 2023. We believe this will provide prospective developers with the information they prepare

development plans more quickly. The public infrastructure design plans will show needed above and
below-ground infrastructure improvements (such as water, sewer, on-street parking, and streetscape
improvements) and create a conceptual design plan and preliminary cost estimates for each site. These
25% plans will form the foundation for the City to advance towards making public infrastructure
improvements in coordination with and supporting redevelopment projects as early as FY2024.
Funding from the Commonwealth’s One Stop For Growth program is critically needed to give
Easthampton the support it needs to bring the sites and the adjacent public infrastructure closer to being
shovel-ready.
Very truly yours,
Mayor Nicole LaChapelle

2.1 Primary Economic Development Goals, Assets and Opportunities:
Easthampton is a post-industrial, 16,000-person city with a long history of high civic engagement,
commitment to the arts, and innovation. Significant projects include: The completion of a new
$90 million dollar K-8 elementary school in 2022; The disposition and reuse of the three
downtown-situated elementary school buildings to begin occurring between 2022 and 2023; The
completion of a long-awaited $4.5 million dollar TIP funded reconstruction of Union Street in
2023; Renovation of Old Town Hall into a 300 person-theater space on Main Street in 2023/2024;
Redevelopment of the Ferry Street Mills over the next 4-7 years will cap a 20-year long vision; In
March 2021, the City completed a $394,000 MassWorks Infrastructure grant in support of a $20
million dollar investment by River Valley Co-op to construct a new 20,000 square foot
cooperatively owned grocery store supporting approximately 100 new jobs; Easthampton enacted
Adult-Use Cannabis Regulations in early 2018 and supports a robust but carefully crafted market;
The City anticipates the redevelopment of a dilapidated auto repair garage in the heart of the
Cottage Street Cultural District into a three-story mixed-use building with 19 apartments including
four affordable units. Another vital element of our economic development strengths is arts,
culture, and recreation. The City’s roster of regionally known events and standing attractions
currently bolsters a popular set of activities welcoming thousands of visitors to our downtown,
open spaces, and mill district. Our unique offering comes via a year-round fluid conversation
between organizers municipally initiated events and private business-led events. Millpond Live,
Farmer’s Market, Food Truck Friday, Art in the Orchard, Cultural Chaos, Manhan Rail Trail,
Winterfest, and ValleyBike Share are but a few Easthampton offerings.
2.2 – describe major challenges and/or obstacles to progress:
The City is very successful initiating projects grounded in community-driven planning effort,
document, or plans, many aligning with our Master Plan. We were well aware that our efforts
would bring us to the point Easthampton and much of the state is at – severe housing shortages.
The insidiousness of COVID 19 hastened the need for an achievable the path for affordability for
current and future residents. Combined with known changing demographics, increasing costs and
lack of labor security, our timeline accelerated the expected challenges over the next ten years to
four or five years. The end deliverable remains the same - balance the need for further growth and
high quality of life for affordable all residents. Our biggest challenge is affordable housing. Over
the past three years, several projects and events have culminated in highlighting a shortage of
housing supply and decreasing affordability. Our specific response to housing-related concerns
include: updated Housing Production Plan followed immediately by two zoning amendments:
Accessory Dwelling Units with only a building permit; and, Multifamily Developments with 15%
affordable units by-right. These amendments create needed housing variety and developer
incentives to build affordable units on parcels currently for sale within the City. We have and are
courting developers with mixed – income housing experience to build in Easthampton. The
conversations are productive but end when the the total number of units possible on one site is not
above 40. Our lack of success to provide affordable units at the 1 Ferry St project underscores the
lack of space to build enough units so the pro forma works for the affordable housing partners.
The disposition of three elementary school properties is our biggest chance to make space for those

under 80% AMI. A traditional approach to these dispositions will fail those most impacted by a
global pandemic.
2.3 - Describe any major community and economic development project(s) that the applicant
has undertaken in the past 5 years.
Through proactive planning efforts over the past three years, the City has worked diligently to
target and complete several of the most critical and data driven community planning projects:
The Downtown Plan was completed in January 2021 and informs the community supported uses
and outlines a process around the disposition of the three elementary schools; The completion of
the updated Open Space and Recreation Plan in March 2021 supports economic development by
reiterating and articulating goals to maintain and expand several of our most prominent assets
which continue to bring in visitors, attract new residents, and provide for quality-of-life amenities;
The launch of the Blueprint Easthampton initiative by Mayor LaChapelle in November 2020 will
build a stronger entrepreneurial ecosystem; The completion of a months’ long arts and culture
visioning session (Easthampton Futures) in 2019 created a set of goals and strategies to allow
Easthampton to continue to support economic development through arts and culture; The City is
preparing to start construction on a 1,200-foot-long handicapped accessible trail, parking area, and
connection to the New England Scenic Trail funded by CPA and the DCS’s PARC program; The
City is mid-way through a Wayfinding project funded through the MDI program. During the last
year, the City responded to COVID 19 by: Transition to virtual meetings keeping projects
advancing through permitting processes, Creation and administration of an approximately $20,000
artist grant relief program; Creation and passage of a zoning amendment to reduce land use permit
requirements for businesses seeking to locate downtown; Creation and launch of a $300,000
emergency rental relief program funded through CPA; Submission and award of a $900,000 out
of round CDBG microbusiness program including 7 towns; Submission of and award to participate
in Local Rapid Recovery Planning effort.
2.4 If the community has completed any community economic development (including
housing) best practices through the Community Compact Best Practices Program, specify
which ones and describe the outcome(s) of that process. (If none, enter "N/A".)
Over the past several years, and particularly in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the City has
initiated and completed several project that fall directly in line with the Commonwealths Best
Practices program:
•
•
•
•
•

Transition to virtual meetings keeping projects advancing through permitting processes
Creation and administration of an approximately $20,000 artist grant relief program to
support local artists
Two grants from the MassDOT Shared Streets program for pedestrian safety
improvements and to support a COVID-friendly conversion of Town Hall parking lot to
event space call the “Spot Lot”.
Creation and passage of a zoning amendment to reduce land use permit requirements for
businesses seeking to locate downtown
Creation and launch of a $300,000 emergency rental relief program funded through CPA

•
•
•
•
•
•

Submission and award of a $900,000 out of round CDBG microbusiness program
including 7 towns
Assisting the Mayor’s office in creation of an on-street parking Executive Order and
application process to allow use of public parking for restaurants.
Submission and award of approximately $90,000 worth consulting services through
DHCD for a COVID Local Rapid Recovery Plan
Creation of Adult-Use Cannabis Delivery zoning regulations (currently pending
approval)
Creation of a zoning amendment to make Accessory Dwelling Units allowed with only a
building permit (currently pending approval)
Creation of a zoning amendment to make multifamily dwellings with 15% affordable
units by Site Plan Review rather than Special Permit.

3.1 Predevelopment and Permitting
3.2 Project Name: Easthampton Elementary School Reuse Due Diligence
3.3 Brief Project Description/Abstract (1,000 characters)
The project seeks technical assistance for pre-development work associated with the disposition
of the City’s three elementary school buildings and properties anticipated to be vacant as of June
2022. It will fund the completion of building and site due diligence, and, create public
infrastructure design plans in preparation for the disposition of the three downtown-situated
elementary schools. Overall the project is intended to make the sites and the adjacent public
infrastructure closer to shovel ready and allow for their rapid redevelopment, ideally into
Affordable housing. It is critical to consider this a single project request. Early conversations
with Affordable housing developers have indicated the importance of being able to bundle the
three properties together to achieve a large enough number of units to be eligible for affordable
housing funding sources. Without this funding package for all three sites, the City will not be
able to keep pace with private development.
3.14 If yes, describe the environmental and/or resiliency benefits (ecological or habitat
restoration, improved air/water quality, pretreatment of stormwater discharge, flood
protection, carbon sequestration, etc.). (2,000 characters) – The redevelopment of the three
school sites will result in improved stormwater runoff. It will convert antiquated site designs into
new improvements in line with current regulations and best practices. Through the Downtown
Plan process, the community supported projects to convert the schools either through renovation
or reconstruction into more energy efficient buildings. The RFP process may be utilized to seek
additional site improvements that include or incorporate green infrastructure, trees, gardens, or
other improvements outlined in the City's pending Green Infrastructure Master Plan funded
through the MVP program.
3.18 Section/Category & amount – Section 8, Predevelopment and Permitting. $100,000
4.1 Project Narrative – Provide a detailed description of the project for which you are
requesting grant assistance. Include details about work and planned uses for the
grant.(4,000 characters)
This project will allow Easthampton to be prepared to support the private redevelopment of these
public properties through the creation of predevelopment data and needed design plans for
upgrades to the adjacent public infrastructure. Building and site due diligence at the three school
properties will include existing conditions survey, phase I environmental assessments, and
structural and code evaluations. This important information about the buildings and sites will be
incorporated into the City’s ongoing process to create and release an RFP in early/mi 2023. The
public infrastructure design plans will show needed above and below ground improvements and
preliminary cost estimates suitable for the City to make an application in FY2023 for final
design/construction improvements coordinated with a new development in FY2024. Overall the
project is intended to make the sites and the adjacent public infrastructure closer to shovel ready

and allow for the revitalization of these three important features in Downtown Easthampton. It is
critical to consider this a single project request. Early conversations with Affordable housing
developers have indicated the importance of being able to bundle the three properties together to
achieve a large enough number of units to be eligible for affordable housing funding sources.
Also, all three schools will come offline at the same time and we need this funding to allow us to
complete all the due diligence at the same time and in a coordinated way. To break them apart
would complicate our efforts to act swiftly and complete the due diligence and preliminary
infrastructure designs in line with the timing for redevelopment. Without this funding package
for all three sites, the City is likely to fall behind the curve and not be able to align its support to
the anticipated private development. We believe this project is directly in line with the goals and
purposes of the One Stop Program and funding Easthampton now is necessary to work within the
development continuum.
The existing sites are currently used and operated as elementary schools by the Easthampton
School Department. For the purposes of this grant, we believe the funding to be one project with
the same tasks occurring at each City-owned school properties and the adjacent areas. The
Center/Pepin school site is located close to Union Street, the City’s main thoroughfare slated for
reconstruction in 2023 through the TIP. The reconstruction of Union Street will be a complete
transformation of the entire road including new underground infrastructure, pavement,
sidewalks, enhanced pedestrian crosswalks, and streetscape improvements. This project has
been in planning and development for years and is critical to supporting new growth in the
Downtown. The site is also adjacent to Main Street which is currently being scoped for a
significant redesign to include upgraded bicycle and pedestrian safety improvements. Currently
that project is slated for construction as part of 2027 TIP. Maple Street Elementary school is
located close to the thriving Cottage Street Cultural District. The area has seen great success
through investment in public infrastructure, arts and cultural activities, and a diverse array of
small businesses. The designation of Cottage Street in 2013 as a Cultural District supported the
completion of the Nashawanuck Pond Promenade in 2015. These two elements helped solidify
the area as an important destination. New restaurants and other experienced-based businesses
have thrived within the smaller pedestrian friendly storefronts. In 2019, the City completed its
first Complete Streets project to enhance pedestrian safety by upgrading several crosswalks. A
three-story mixed-use development with 19 units (including four Affordable units) is expected to
be constructed this year.
4.2 Leadership and Ability to Execute – Describe the leadership and project management
group for this project and why it is an effective team to advance this project. (2,000
characters)
Easthampton’s application and its phasing represents a strong example of maximizing the
Commonwealth’s One Stop for Growth program and will allow the City to prepare these critical site for
redevelopment as new housing or economic development. The City has formed a team for similar
projects consisting of DPW, Procurement, and Planning that will coordinate the multiple consultants with
the School Department as they complete internal investigations of the school buildings. Much of the due
diligence will be completed by professional consultants with oversight from the Planning Department. As
the Planning Department and the Mayors office coordinate the RFP preparation process (funded as part of
an ongoing EEA grant) the information will be compiled, and final products will be made publicly
available on a webpage devoted the school reuse project. With the funding from the this grant the City

will further advance it’s efforts to ensure that developers have important information early on and
therefore a clearer and more predictable path to successful redevelopment.
Since 2017, Easthampton’s proof of concept, stacking grants to lower barriers to development, is well
proven – leveraging Housing Choice, MassWorks, Community Compact, PARC, TIP, MCC, CBDG
dollars – to bring jobs, housing, economic justice projects, financial relief and protect natural resources.
These strategies have brought the expected challenges of affordability, inclusiveness, rising costs of finite
resources to bear – more quickly that expected. Balancing our housing stock has emerged as our highest
priority. Removing the barrier of plot lines, listening to our community driven plans, the spirit of
Easthampton can be held as a place for many rather than one of people who have.

4.3 Progress to date – What progress has the applicant made on this project to date?
Include details about planning, stakeholder engagement, development tools used, noting if
the project is included in any adopted municipal or regional plans (e.g. Master Plan,
CEDS, HPP, etc.), etc. (2,000 characters)
A pond, gas station, pharmacy, grocery store, mixed – income housing, art and makers studios, a place to
buy socks, two bus stops and adult – use cannabis are found within a fifteen walk in downtown
Easthampton. Beginning with our 2008 Master Plan to our recently finished our Housing Production
Plan, our population is best served with housing options close to the above services. Plainly, the City has
and is working with affordable housing developers with experience to address this need but we do not
have a lot for such a project to be financially feasible. Easthampton does have space for a financially
feasible housing project if we let go of common housing project assumptions. In 2022, three elementary
schools within our designated downtown district become vacant. If developed simultaneously,
Easthampton has to opportunity to add 40 + units of affordable housing in the middle its growth and
gentrification explosion. While the housing crisis is statewide, Easthampton does not have access to the
resources, scale and funding of other municipalities to address our storages. The pre-development work
funds support our mission and do so at an urgent time. This funding will allow the City to continue
progress towards making the school sites shovel ready. The City is currently funded for professional
support to form a committee, establish a process, and to create criteria for an RFP anticipated to be
released next year. In 2020, the City completed a Downtown Strategic Plan which was directly intended
to inform the school reuse process through its inclusion of community led meetings which established
desired uses and a foundation for the multi-phased process to seek redevelopment of the properties. Also
in early 2021, the City completed its Housing Production Plan. That Plan identifies the three school sites
as prime candidates for Affordable housing.

4.4 Timeline – Provide the start/end dates for the overall project and any other notable
periods. Note: Grants will be announced in Fall 2021 for contracts starting in FY22. Dates
below should reflect that timing.

Target Start Date of the Project:

Target End Date of the Project:
Other. Specify:
Other. Specify:

12/1/2021
6/30/2022
(Date)
(Date)

4.5 Timeline Information – Describe the timeline for the project and provide information
about any notable dates and/or milestones.(1,000 characters)
The project is intended to be conducted in two parts. The building and site due diligence at each
school property will occur first. The goal is for this information to be available and inform the
City prior to release of the RFP for reuse next year. We would anticipate this work starting as
early as possible in December and proceed to February or March. This would be in line with the
schedule for the Reuse Committee to have prior to finalization of the RFP. We anticipate
releasing the RFP in May or June 2022. The second part of the project would be survey and
evaluation of the public infrastructure adjacent to or supporting each of the three sites. We
anticipate this work to begin during the winter if weather permits with survey work completed by
March. Between March and June concept plans would be prepared with a final preferred plan at
25% design and preliminary cost estimates completed by June 30, 2022.

4.6 Anticipated Outcomes - Provide a detailed description of the anticipated outcomes of
the project. Include information about leveraged development, housing, jobs, residents or
businesses supported, etc. (2,000 characters)
The preparation of building and site due diligence is essential to reduce the burden of a developer
looking at these complex sites, and, to better understand the feasibility and viability of certain
uses before the RFP is released. We believe that the anticipated due diligence will enable
developers to more accurately and more quickly prepare for and respond to the RFP. By
completing this work up front and making it available, we hope it will provide better proposals
and concepts that are more feasible and realistic. Without the due diligence completed for each
site we are concerned that the cost and time of completing it will then have to be shifted to a
developer and might delay the progress and readiness of any project. Without the information
being available up front, it could add risk and stifle interest especially given the complexities of
conversion of schools. One of the outcomes would be a better understanding around whether the
buildings can easily be converted to housing, or if renovation costs for code compliance might be
a constraint. This information will inform the RFP process and give the City a clearer
understanding of the viability of uses or to demonstrate the need to allow demolition a structure
or structures to support a valued use, such as Affordable housing.
In addition, the City knows and desires (through community input) that the areas around the
school will need public infrastructure improvements to support new uses, such as housing. This
project will allow the City to create 25% drawings and preliminary costs for improvements. The
earlier the City understands what may be needed, the more support we can be to the private
redevelopment as it makes its way through the development continuum. With this funding we
will be ready and aligned with a developer to seek MassWorks or future One Stop For Growth
funding for horizontal infrastructure improvements around the properties.

4.7 Project Address(es):
Center Elementary School, 9 School Street (Map 52, Parcel 80)
Pepin Elementary School, 4 Park Street (Map 52, Parcel 82 & Map 52, Parcel 77.1)
Maple Elementary School, 7 Chapel Street (Map 54, Parcel 24)
4.8 Parcel ID’s
Center (Map 52, Parcel 80)
Pepin (Map 52, Parcel 82 & Map 52, Parcel 77.1)
Maple (Map 54, Parcel 24)
4.9 Describe the project site(s), including any unique challenges that may exist at this
location. (1,000 characters)
Each of the three schools is situated in the heart of Downtown Easthampton. However, the use of the
properties as purpose-built schools in the 1900’s makes the surrounding infrastructure in critical need of
upgrade and repair to support new uses. Crumbling sidewalks, non ADA compliant crosswalks, and a
lack of parking make the areas suitable for public improvements to enhance the neighborhood including
on-street parking, lighting, and other streetscape and connectivity improvements. The location of each
property near downtown activity increases the value of designing small areas of public parking that is
integrated into the redevelopment of the school properties. The buildings require baseline documentation
such as survey and environmental assessments and code review since they have never been used for
anything other than a school.

8.1 What type of document will be produced through this process?
Pre-Development: Site/Infrastructure
8.2 Scope of Work – Describe the proposed work that will be carried out by this project
(4,000 characters)
The building and site investigations will inform elements of the RFP to ensure the City understands
feasibility and viability of certain uses. The public infrastructure designs will provide the City with
documents and cost estimates for improvements to support a future redevelopment.
Elementary School Building and Site Investigations (to be completed at the three sites):
– Existing conditions site survey showing all features on each school property, including but not limited
to buildings, parking, playgrounds, fences, lighting, drainage features, easements, etc . – The City does
not have any surveys of the school properties. As built survey data available to developers will speed up
a detailed understanding of site conditions, building setbacks, and other important baseline data. We
anticipate the survey files will be made available to a selected developer to form the basis for future
condition site planning efforts.
– Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen – This
information is essential to allowing for more accurate costing of demolition or renovation costs and is an
essential piece of information needed to advance early development designs.

- Structural Inspection and Code Review Analysis – The structural inspection can identify any potential
issues related to the building and will provide needed information to developers considering the feasibility
of reuse. The code review analysis is intended to provide preliminary evaluations of upgrades, such as
elevators, ADA bathrooms, ramps, or, other improvements that would be needed to change from a school
to other uses. The City does not wish to overly restrict the type of uses that may be proposed under the
RFP, and this information may be extremely informative for the community in understanding potential
costs or barriers to renovation.
– Prepare final report including appendices of completed due diligence for each school property. This
task is administrative in nature but will allow for consolidation of all due diligence into a publicly
accessible document as part of the RFP process.
Public infrastructure Conceptual Design Plans (to be completed for the three sites):
- Complete survey and prepare base plans to show curb lines, edge of pavement, buildings, driveway
locations, side street locations, above ground utilities and utility structures, and other roadside features
(light/utility poles, guardrails, fences, etc.), traffic signs and pavement markings, natural features, and
landscape details. The City does not have any current survey available for the area surrounding the
schools. These existing conditions survey tasks will advance the City’s understanding of areas for
potential infrastructure improvements and will provide the foundation for advancing future plans to 75%
design.
– Prepare conceptual designs for pedestrian access improvements, creation of public parking, and
potential community facilities (e.g. playground). Based on the Downtown Plan, we know there is a strong
desire for redevelopment projects to include public parking where feasible. Additionally, the elimination
of three downtown-situated schools would be a loss to those neighborhoods. The retainment of a small
park at each site is desired. These conceptual designs could be used to form the basis for items to be
included in an RFP.
– Prepare a final preferred conceptual design plan in relation to a future reuse of the schools or any
compatible adjacent properties. This could include specifics of a private development depending on the
alignment with the RFP and the end of next fiscal year.
-Prepare a conceptual design level budgetary construction cost estimate for the preferred design for the
area adjacent to each school property - The goal of this element is generate 25% design plans. Once a
developer is chose for any or all sites, the plans to 75% in line with the preferred project designs.

8.3 Budget
Consultant/Professional fees $100,000 with $10,000 match from Easthampton’s Zoning
Incentive Fund.
8.4 Provide line item explanations, justifications, and/or notes, as needed. For the building
and site evaluations, we have discussed the due diligence elements with various professional
consulting firms. We have estimated the following preliminary budgets for each element which
will occur at each of the three school sites:
Existing Conditions survey $3,300 for each site ($10,000)
Environmental investigations $6,300 for each site ($18,900)

Structural Engineering assessments $16,820 ($4,230 for Center, $5,820 for Maple, $6,840 for
Pepin)
For the public infrastructure design elements, we are using recent figures from similar projects to
determine anticipated costs:
Survey and base plans $7,000 for each site ($21,000)
Conceptual design plans $5,000 for each site ($15,000)
Preferred 25% design plan and cost estimates $8,000 for each site ($24,000)
8.5 Describe the source and status of all matching funds
The City of Easthampton Planning Department has access to funds generated through the
existing 40R Smart Growth Zoning District. These "Zoning Incentive Funds" have been used
strategically for matching and leveraging state dollars. They have also been used to conduct
other feasibility projects and initiatives including but not limited to: Preparation for Safe Routes
to School projects, participation in the regional Valley Bike Share Program, and the installation
of the City's first 4 Electric Vehicle Charging stations where we stacked Mass EVIP and Green
Communities with the Eversource Make Ready Program.
8.8 Community Support – Describe the community support for this project. Please note
the key stakeholder groups and their involvement in the project.
The Downtown Strategic Plan was intended to prepare the community for the reuse of the school
properties. The process included a robust public outreach component which established specific school
building reuse criteria and establish priority factors to be considered during the RFP process. The
Downtown Strategic Plan included the formation of a Sounding Board consisting of representatives from
City Council, the Planning Board, the Easthampton Development and Industrial Commission (EDIC), the
Chamber of Commerce, business owners, and residents at-large to guide the process and provide input. A
series of three community workshops were held in June, July, and October 2019 to gather feedback. The
public workshops were well attended with 100 people signing in for the first event, 55 attending the
second event, and 97 attending for the final event. A project webpage was created and will serve as the
platform for the next phases of the project.

8.9 End Use and Impact – Describe the envisioned end use of the property and the expected
impact on the community, including projections for housing, jobs, and private investments.
A key objective of this project is to initiate several actions necessary to allow the redevelopment
of three elementary school buildings located in primate locations in Downtown Easthampton.
This project builds upon the information gathered in the 2020 Downtown Strategic Plan which
successfully confirmed public support for the sites to contain Affordable housing and for the
redevelopment to enhance public infrastructure, promote pedestrian access, open space, and
parking. Funding this project will allow Easthampton to gather more in-depth evaluations of
each building and site and advance the City’s goal to make the properties shovel ready for
development within the next 2 years. It is critical to consider this a single project request. Early
conversations with Affordable housing developers have indicated the importance of being able to

bundle the three properties together to achieve a large enough number of units to be eligible for
affordable housing funding sources. Also, all three schools will come offline at the same time
and we need this funding to allow us to complete all the due diligence at the same time and in a
coordinated way. To break them apart would complicate our efforts to act swiftly and complete
the due diligence and preliminary infrastructure designs in line with the timing for
redevelopment.
Without this funding package for all three sites, the City is likely to fall behind the curve and not
be able to align its support to the anticipated private development. We believe this project is
directly in line with the goals and purposes of the One Stop Program and funding Easthampton
now is necessary to work within the development continuum.

Easthampton Elementary School Reuse Due Diligence (additional information)
7.8 Describe the existing site. Include square footage, ownership history, past/present uses
and operators, conditions of any buildings (s) historic considerations, etc.
The existing sites are currently used and operated as elementary schools by the Easthampton
School Department. For the purposes of this grant, we believe the funding to be one project with
the same tasks occurring at each City-owned school properties and the adjacent areas.
The school properties are described as follows:
Center/Pepin Elementary is a school campus consisting of two distinct buildings, with students
walking to and from the buildings over a partially closed public way throughout the day. They
are on two parcels for assessing purposes but operate together. The school is overseen by a
single principal and students from Center School building rely on Pepin School building for
cafeteria, gym. Center School building is a three-story 16,600 square foot brick building on a
0.85 parcel which contains teacher parking and a playground. Pepin School building is a threestory 49,000 square foot building on an approximately 1-acre parcel. The Center/Pepin school
site is located close to Union Street, the City’s main thoroughfare slated for reconstruction in
2023 through the TIP. The reconstruction of Union Street will be a complete transformation of
the entire road including new underground infrastructure, pavement, sidewalks, enhanced
pedestrian crosswalks, and streetscape improvements. This project has been in planning and
development for years and is critical to supporting new growth in the Downtown. The site is
also adjacent to Main Street which is currently being scoped for a significant redesign to include
upgraded bicycle and pedestrian safety improvements. Currently that project is slated for
construction as part of 2027 TIP.
Maple Street Elementary is a three-story 37,200 square foot building on a 1.48 acre parcel. The
property contains the school, a teacher parking area, and a playground. The school is located
close to the thriving Cottage Street Cultural District. The area has seen great success through
investment in public infrastructure, arts and cultural activities, and a diverse array of small
businesses. The designation of Cottage Street in 2013 as a Cultural District supported the
completion of the Nashawanuck Pond Promenade in 2015. These two elements helped solidify
the area as an important destination. New restaurants and other experienced-based businesses
have thrived within the smaller pedestrian friendly storefronts. In 2019, the City completed its
first Complete Streets project to enhance pedestrian safety by upgrading several crosswalks. A
three-story mixed-use development with 19 units is expected to be constructed this year.
Currently, the City is preparing for the opening of a new, downtown situated, cannabis retail
establishment and the redevelopment of the incredibly unique Majestic Theater.
7.12 Describe any other relevant information about existing utilities, deficiencies, and/or
needed upgrades to support your project (1,000). The City does not have the necessary
baseline data for the three properties. The purpose of the project is to identify the constrains of
the existing buildings and the surrounding public infrastructure. In the area around Maple Street,
the DPW has identified concerns about the age and condition of the water and sewer in the
vicinity. A goal of this project is to understand current underground infrastructure condition

relative to redevelopment needs. This information will enable the City to prepare for future
infrastructure grant to occur alongside and in support of a development. In the area around
Center/Pepin, the City will be replacing water and sewer replacements as part of the Union Street
reconstruction. Evaluation of the infrastructure in this area is an essential piece of information
needed to understand what if any upgrades would be required for a redevelopment.
7.12 Site Access – Describe existing access to the project site and required improvements.
The access to each site is designed for an elementary school. Each contains a teacher parking
area and playground. Part of this project will allow the City to survey existing conditions on and
adjacent to the school properties. This baseline plan will also allow for 25% design drawings to
inform future access points.
7.14 Site Marketing Status – Summarize past and current site marketing efforts, and
indicate if the site is on the market now or has been on the market before. No, because the
schools are still in operation none have been marketed. However, the school properties are
distinctly included as future available property in both the Downtown Strategic Plan and the
Housing Production Plan. The City is currently underway with an RFP process. This project
would inform the City’s work to releasing an RFP for the reuse of the three schools next year.

CENTER/PEPIN SCHOOL

MAPLE STREET SCHOOL
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Photo Credit: Patrick Brough.
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In May 2018, the City of
Easthampton voted in favor of
consolidating its 3 downtown
Elementary Schools, currently
the oldest operating school
buildings in Massachusetts,
into a new state-of-the-art
pre-k through 8 school on the
current White Brook Middle
School site. This opens up a
unique opportunity as 3 large
City-owned parcels of prime
downtown real estate become
available in the next few years.
Recognizing the immense opportunities
at hand and the potential challenges that
could arise, the City proactively kicked
off a Downtown Strategic Plan to gather
data and community input to analyze and
synthesize into a set of recommendations for
implementing the community's vision for the
future of their city.
The City of Easthampton has been working
to promote and support the revitalization
of its historic Downtown. Beginning with
the 2008 City's Master Plan, followed by a
series of planning studies, zoning updates,
infrastructure improvements, and private
developments, the Downtown area has been
a focus of multiple planning and design
initiatives that have contributed to the
enhancement of its urban design character
and quality of living.
These qualities were curated by progressive
planning, community engagement and

implementation efforts led by the City.
Despite these successes, the challenges
with redevelopment, walkability, and
parking have continued to constrain the
quality of life and potential for economic
growth.
The Easthampton Downtown Strategic
Plan fits into a larger planning effort with
the intent to review and assess current
progress while supporting the ongoing
planning efforts by integrating them into
a coordinated vision and strategy. The
Downtown Strategic Plan also identifies
new opportunities for economic growth
and community development given market
trends and potential updates to existing
plans and regulations.
Amid all this change and progress, is a
vibrant, creative community growing
increasingly more visible as a regional
destination in Western Massachusetts. The
walkable, diverse downtown is thriving
with a mix of uses and creates a true central
gathering place for the City.
Downtown Easthampton is home to a
wide range of businesses from small
businesses along Cottage Street to large
convenience shopping along Union Street.
Nashawannuck Pond serves as an open
space anchor for the Downtown with a new
Boardwalk, nearby parks, and connections
to the Manhan Rail Trail. The restaurants
and businesses along Cottage Street
enhance the Downtown with nighttime
activities, and CitySpace's long-term lease
of Old Town Hall is planned to provide a
cultural and entertainment anchor for the
community. The Manhan Rail Trail connects
Downtown with the Pleasant Street Mills
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and surrounding communities, which have
become home to many artists, businesses,
and cultural activities. The Downtown
serves as the civic center of Easthampton
with City Hall and other municipal functions
clustered close by. Downtown Easthampton
is also transected by several major routes
that traverse the region, amplifying the
town’s visibility as a destination to people
traveling through by car. All of these qualities
have allowed the Downtown to thrive.
The purpose of the Downtown Strategic
Plan is to develop a comprehensive
understanding of the challenges and
opportunities in the Downtown and establish
strategies that address these challenges and
leverage opportunities to enhance economic
development and quality of life for everyone.
The Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs (EOEA) funded this Study through
the Planning Assistance Grant Program
with matching funds from the City's Zoning
Incentive Fund. Mayor LaChapelle appointed
the Sounding Board – a group composed
of business owners, residents, and elected
officials to oversee the this planning study.
City Planner Jeff Bagg acted as the City’s
Project Manager and lead contact. The
City hired the Harriman team comprised of
Harriman, RKG Associates, and Tighe and
Bond as the consultant team for the project.
Jeff Bagg, Director of Planning, Jamie Webb,
Assistant Planner, and other staff of the City,
provided invaluable assistance throughout
the project.

Our Lady of the Valley Parish
Child Care Center

Main Street Subarea

Pleasant Street Mills

Main Street Park

Old Town Hall / CitySpace

Main Street x Union
Street Subarea
Pepin School

Center School

EWM Library

Our Lady of the Valley Parish

Lower Union
Street Subarea

Cottage Street Subarea
Maple School

City Hall

Easthampton
Community Center
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The following goals have been
compiled from the review
and preliminary assessment
of data and relevant
documents, as well as input
from the Sounding Board,the
Planning Department, and
the community members and
stakeholders who participated
in the public engagement
process.

Economic
Development
Develop a coordinated vision for the
Downtown to enhance economic
development opportunities

Shared Parking
Examine opportunities for shared parking
to reduce paved surfaces and promote
walkability and density

Re-use
Committee and
RFP
Establish a School Re-use Committee
to oversee the creation of a Request for
Proposals and the selection of responses.

Municipal Assets
Address redevelopment opportunities
and reuse of the municipal assets
(Center/Pepin School and Maple
Elementary) for their future role in
creating a vibrant downtown

Smart Growth
Investigate 40R District zoning to
provide impetus to private investment
in the Downtown

9

Revitalization
Improve the Union Street and Cottage
Street corridor as a vibrant commercial
district and a creative heart of the
community

Implementation
Provide a coordinated implementation
strategy

4
Community
Engagement





Process
Community Workshops
Summary of Community Feedback
Stakeholder Interviews

Image 9: Participants conduct a “SWOT Analysis” to
identify the downtown area’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats at the first public
workshop.
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4.1 Process
Community engagement was
a key aspect of the Downtown
Easthampton Strategic
Planning Process. In addition
to working closely with the
City planning department, a
group of critical stakeholders
comprised of representatives
from City Council, the Planning
Board, the Easthampton
Development and Industrial
Commission (EDIC), the
Chamber of Commerce,
business owners, downtown
residents, and residents-at
large, were assembled to form
a Sounding Board to guide
the process and provide input
along the way. A series of
three community workshops
were held in June, July, and
October to gather feedback.
Engagement was also
conducted via online platforms
through the creation and
maintenance of a dedicated
website (https://plandowntowneasthampton.com/) for the
purpose of sharing workshop
materials and posting project
updates.

By taking a diverse approach to community
outreach and engagement, the planning
team was able to gather valuable feedback
and data from a broad sector of the
Easthampton community. It is crucial to
the success of downtown Easthampton
that community members experience a
high degree of agency and involvement
throughout the duration of the planning
and development process. The community
engagement element of the Strategic
Plan for Downtown Easthampton laid the
groundwork for continued community
involvement and ensured that the vision
and goals laid out in this plan reflect
community aspirations.
Easthampton is fortunate to be home
to a highly active and civically-engaged
citizenry. The public workshops saw
tremendous turn-out, with 100 people
signing in at the first workshop in June, 55
attending the second workshop in July,
and 97 turning out for the final open house/
workshop in October.
The Downtown Easthampton Strategic
Plan is the result of close collaboration
among the planning team, the City planning
department, the Sounding Board, and
the community. This chapter of the report
provides an overview of the methods used
and results gathered from public workshops
and stakeholder interviews. A complete
record of results and feedback collected
during the workshops are presented in the
Appendix.
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Image 10: A focus group at the first public workshop
brainstorm and prioritize the criteria they would like
the City to use to evaluate proposals for the 3 school
properties.

4.2 Community Workshops
The planning team engaged the community
at critical junctures of the planning process
to gather feedback. This engagement took
the form of three public workshops held
over the course of the planning process.
These workshops provided an opportunity
for the community to provide feedback on
important aspects of the plan. The three
workshops were held in the Pepin School
Cafetorium and in the Easthampton High
School.

and aspirations for downtown as well as
identify perceived challenges. The second
part of the workshop specifically focused
on understanding the desired uses for the 3
school properties and the reasoning driving
these desired uses. The team sought input
on the desired criteria for the evaluation
of the future uses of the school properties.
After suggesting the criteria, the community
was asked to prioritize these by voting with
sticker dots.

Workshop #1 Opportunities and
Challenges

The discussion about the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
provided the planning team with a clear
understanding of the opportunities and
challenges for the community in the
Downtown area. The workshop provided
feedback on what is already working
in Downtown and aspects that need
improvement. Desired uses and criteria
provided a critical perspective from the
community as to what uses they would
like to see implemented on the 3 school
properties in the future. Discussion about
the criteria helped define the factors that
should be considered while evaluating
the future school reuse. The dot exercise
provided clarification to the planning team
about the hierarchy of importance among
the factors against which the community
would like to see future school building
reuse evaluated.

The first workshop held in June focused on
understanding the opportunities, strengths,
weaknesses and threats facing Downtown.
This workshop provided an opportunity
to the community to express their vision

Workshop #2 Development
Scenario Options
Image 11: Participants brainstorm downtown
Easthampton's Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats at the first public
workshop.

The second public workshop sought
specific input from the community
about different scenario options for the
Downtown. The scenario options provided
choices about different potential land
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uses and the scale of redevelopment in four
subareas of the Downtown. The scenario
options built upon the strong existing
characteristics and land uses of each
subarea, with suggested improvements for
open space, walkability and different land
uses. The scenarios involved varying degrees
of change/redevelopment to understand the
community’s appetite for change on various
underutilized parcels.
The feedback from the second workshop
provided the planning team with the
preferred choices for land uses in different
subareas. With their extensive experience
of the Downtown, the participants were
able to identify new land uses that will be
complementary to the existing character of
the subareas.

Workshop #3 Draft
Recommendations
The third workshop focused on draft
recommendations for the downtown and
the subareas. These recommendations were
developed based on the feedback received
from the second workshop and further
refinement of the preferred scenarios.
The community was asked to provide
their feedback by prioritizing the draft
recommendations and if there were any
aspects that the planning team missed in
the recommendations. The prioritization of
the draft recommendations was conducted
with a dot exercise where each participant
was provided with a set number of dots
to place on the recommendations that
they felt should be prioritized for early
implementation. The community expressed
clear priorities through this exercise and
emphasized pedestrian and open space-

4.3 Summary of Community Feedback
The following word clouds represent the
comments received during the public
workshops and stakeholder interviews.

Strengths
 Pond and boardwalk/bike path,
waterfront and Cottage Street
 Open space/community space
 Rail trail/bike path
 Historic buildings, old town hall
improvements
 Arts, culture, and Cultural District

Figure 10: Strengths Word Cloud

Opportunities
 Increase walkability, bikeability,
pedestrian safety
 Reuse of school buildings
 Renovation of Old Town Hall for a Theater
Arts Performance Venue, film, dancing,
movie theater, downtown art
 More affordable housing, including for
young adults, students, and elders, senior
living communities
 More green spaces, tables by the pond

Figure 11: Opportunities Word Cloud
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Workshop #1 Results
Exercise #2: SWOT Analysis

Weaknesses
 Dangerous sidewalks and bikeways
 Vacant and rundown properties (e.g.
Hurry and Scurry)
 There is heavy through-traffic that travels
along Route 141 as a thoroughfare, without
stopping to patronize local businesses
 Traffic congestion and limited parking
 Crosswalks need improvement, unsafe
 Poorly maintained roads and sidewalks

Figure 12: Weaknesses Word Cloud

Threats
 Big box stores, chain stores
 Gentrification, average people can’t
afford to live here
 Traffic bottleneck – only one main route
through town
 Too many parking lots, parking displacing
people
 Congestion on Cottage Street
 Overly focused on parking of cars at the
expense of accessibility, walkability, and
bike-ability of the downtown
 Wider Cottage Street
 Lack of affordable housing

Figure 13: Threats Word Cloud
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5
School Property
Reuse Analysis





School Building Evaluation
Community Feedback and School Reuse Criteria
School Reuse Scenarios
Next Steps

The School Property Reuse
Analysis is presented here to
understand the potential of
the different school properties
for community desired uses
after the current school uses
are consolidated to the new
building.

Image 17: Neil A Pepin Elemntary School from Park
Street.
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School Property Assessments
Beginning to vision and plan for the
potential re-use of the three elementary
school properties is integral to the future
of the downtown area. Each has unique
characteristics and exploration of potential
re-use will require longer-term and intensive
planning activities. Based on the vote on
May 23, 2018 - to fund the construction of a
new school - the three properties will likely
become surplus City-owned property within
the next four years. While not immediate, the
potential for these properties to be catalysts
for reinvestment presents real and unique
opportunities. The City clearly identified and
anticipated this potential in an Education
goal in the 2008 Master Plan:
Upon construction of a new elementary
school, find creative reuses for present
elementary schools that will not be a
drain on the city’s operating budget
Inspect and evaluate each building for
possible reuse, disposal, or sale.

Image 18: Pepin School Site.

The location of the three sites is perfectly
in line with the concepts and desires of the
Commonwealth’s Traditional Neighborhood
Development and Sustainability Principle
to “concentrate development and mix uses”,
and both are located within the existing 40R
District.
The goals for this analysis are as follows:
1. Develop criteria based on the community
feedback which could be utilized by the
City to evaluate the future proposals for the
school properties.
2. Analyze the potential of the buildings
and properties for different community
desired uses.

This section is divided into following
topics:
1. School Building Evaluation: This section
presents the existing condition evaluation of
the three school properties.
2. Community Feedback and School
Reuse Criteria: This section describes the
community engagement process and the
feedback related to development of the
school reuse criteria.
3. School Reuse Scenarios: This section
presents different school building reuse
scenarios developed based on the
community desired uses to understand their
feasibility.

3. Based on the community feedback,
provide recommendations for each of the
sites that preserve the public interest based
on community feedback.
4. Provide next steps to set up the process
for the disposition of the school properties.

Image 19: Center School Site.
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Image 20: Maple School Site.

5.1 School Building Evaluation
This existing conditions evaluation for the
three school buildings are primarily based
on the Evaluation of the Existing Conditions
conducted as a part of the Maple Elementary
School Preliminary Design Program for the
Massachusetts School Building Authority
(MSBA) and Easthampton Public Schools
in December 2016. As a part of this study,
the planning team conducted a site walk
to familiarize themselves with the existing
building conditions. Due to the limited
scope of this study, the planning team has
used the extensive and in-depth existing
condition evaluation findings of the MSBA
study as a basis for analyzing the School
Reuse Scenarios. The following summary
factsheets based on the MSBA study are
presented as a background for the further
analysis presented in this section.

Center Elementary
School
 Building footprint: 5,559 SF
 Building area: 16,677 SF
 Lot size: 0.85 acres
Building:
 Constructed: 1902
 Building historically important, but not
listed
 Brick bearing wall construction and
wood framing
 Significant changes to the building are
likely to trigger complete building code
upgrades, including the Energy Code,
accessibility improvements, other changes
 The 3-story building is organized with a
central core and broad corridors serving the
flanking classrooms on the exterior walls;
it is not an efficient layout for most uses
because of the extent of circulation space,
but the floors are relatively small and have
windows on all sides.
 There is a substantial attic space that
might be renovated and used under some
scenarios

Image 21: The hallway inside Center Elementary
School.
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Figure 16: Center School Context
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Image 22: Center Elementary School Yard.
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 A portion of the site shares fences
with the parking lots of the surrounding
commercial properties. Removal of the
fence and laying out the parking spaces can
potentially create a shared parking lot with
the adjacent property owners. A portion of
the shared parking will have to be retained
for the future use in the school building.

Pepin Elementary
School

 Building footprint: 16,507 SF
 Building area: 49,058 SF
 Lot size: 0.7 acres and 0.31
acres lots separated by
 Clark Avenue
Building:
 Constructed: 1912, renovations 1989
 Building historically important, but not
listed
 Steel frame, masonry bearing wall
construction, wood framing
 Significant changes to the building would
trigger complete building code upgrades,
including the Energy Code, accessibility
improvements, other changes
 Gymnasium at ground level
 Large cafeteria/assembly area on second
level
 Has varying floor levels that do not align
throughout the building
 The 3-story building with significant
attic spaces and is composed of two major
elements and a connector. Floor levels are
not aligned between the two major elements
and the floor plans and interior circulation
are complex and not efficient for most uses.
 Some of the spaces lack significant
daylight

Image 23: The gymnasium inside Pepin
ELementary School.
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Image 24: The cafetorium inside Pepin Elementary
School.
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Figure 17: Pepin School Context
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Williston Memorial Library.
 The architectural character along Park
Street and front yard contribute to the
downtown civic environment

Image 25: The exterior facade of Pepin ELementary
School.
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Maple Elementary
School
 Building footprint: 12,335 SF
 Building area: 37,233 SF
 Lot size: 1.48 acres
Building:
 Constructed: 1896
 Historically important, but not listed
 Brick bearing wall construction
 Significant changes to the building are
likely to trigger complete building code
upgrades, including the Energy Code,
accessibility improvements, other changes
 The 3-story building is organized with a
central core and broad corridors serving the
flanking classrooms on the exterior walls;
it is not an efficient layout for most uses
because of the extent of circulation space

Image 26: Maple Elementary School Hallway.
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Image 27: Maple Elementary School Hallway.

Figure 18: Maple School Context
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Image 28: Maple Elementary School from Chapel
Street.
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5.2 Community Feedback and School Reuse Criteria
The future of the three schools will be
determined by the City after the existing
school functions move to the new school
building in early 2021. This study lays the
foundation for the reuse of the buildings to
ensure that the initial planning functions
in concert with the overall downtown
planning strategy. The three school
buildings and their sites are located within
the downtown context and have their own
distinct challenges and opportunities.
Reuse of former school buildings and sites
has historically been accomplished for
a wide variety of new purposes in other
communities including the implementation
of single-use and mixed-use combinations
ranging from housing, senior housing, or
professional offices, to community amenities
like arts centers, libraries, and museums.
Some reuse precedents have also included
provisions for public parking. The City does
not require any of the buildings for municipal
use, which opens up these buildings for sale
or lease through a competitive Request for
Proposal (RFP) process.

To ensure that the any future reuse of the
buildings and the sites is in keeping with the
community desires and incorporates public
amenities, the City can establish design
standards, guidelines, use requirements,
and other conditions that will govern the
redevelopment and reuse of the former
schools. The City can establish criteria
that will govern the reuse solicitation
and subsequent reuse decision. In similar
communities, criteria have addressed
public priorities such as:
 Reducing or eliminating municipal costs
and maintenance
 Providing for active uses contributing to
downtown vitality
 Retaining historic features and
architecture
 Maximizing long term tax revenues
 Maximizing sale or lease revenues
 Providing for a mix of incomes
 Limiting the amount of uses that would
generate parking demand
 Providing public benefits such as
improved open space.
The following section describes the criteria
development process, the feedback
received, and the draft criteria for the City’s
consideration.
This report is not the final step. The City
must continue to refine the most desirable
outcome through the RFP process.
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Process
During the first public meeting, the planning
team sought feedback from the community
about the desired uses for the school
properties, and which factors should be
prioritized to evaluate the future uses.
This activity depicted maps of the 3 schools
and provided the prompts, “it would be great
if Center became…because…,” “it would
be great if Pepin became…because…,”
“it would be great if Maple became…
because…” Once participants had discussed
with their groups and filled in the boards,
they were provided sticker dots and asked to
vote on the prioritization of proposed uses.
The community desires for the three schools
are listed on the following pages with our
analysis of the related ownership patterns
for each of the uses. It is important to
understand the ownership patterns of these
uses as the City has expressed that they
would like to avoid the burden of additional
operation, maintenance, and building
renovation expenses on the City’s finances.
In that case, the City may have to establish
a public-private partnership with private or
non-profit entities to attract the communitydesired uses. In such a partnership, the City
can contribute the building and associated
land with a guarantee from the private
or a non-profit partner that financial
responsibility will not revert back to the City
in the future.
Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 list desired uses
identified by participants at the first public
workshop for each of the three schools and
the related ownership patterns. Please note
these uses are not listed in order of priority.

Table 3: Center School Site Desired Uses
DESIRED USE

PUBLIC

Affordable Housing

PRIVATE

NONPROFIT

Y

Y

Artist’s Co-op Housing
Parking

Image 29: Center School Site.

Y
Y

Private Sale

Y

Mixed-Income Housing

Y

Senior Housing

Y

Market (Like Faneuil Hall)

Y

Municipal Use

Y

Museum

Y

Y

Senior Center

Y

Y

Food Hall (Like Haymarket)

Y

Y

Hotel - Bed & Breakfast
Park/Playground for K-8

Y

Y

Y
Y

Urgent Care Center

Y

Educational/School Extension

Y

Library

Y

Mixed Use

Y
Y

Incubator/Co-working

Y

Boarding School

Y
Y

Maker Space with Tools
Retail

Y

Y
Y
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Table 4: Pepin School Site Desired Uses
DESIRED USE

PUBLIC

Intergenerational Health and Wellness Center or
Community Center with Gym Access

Y

Housing

Image 30: Pepin School Site.

PRIVATE

NONPROFIT
Y

Y

Vocational School/Maker’s Space

Y

After School Program

Y

Winter Farmer’s Market

Y

Y

Incubator Spaces/Co-working Spaces

Y

Y

Rentable Community Space

Y

Y

Indoor Athletic Space

Y

Y

Culinary Space

Y

Y

Y

Maintain Community Ownership

Y

Senior Center

Y

Library

Y

Y

Intergenerational Mutual Learning Center

Y

Y

Artist Live-Work Space
Emergency Shelter
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Y
Y

Y
Y

Table 5: Maple School Site Desired Uses
DESIRED USE

PUBLIC

Parking

Y

Affordable Mixed-Income Housing

Y

Playground/Open Space/Pulaski Park/Community
Gardens

Y

PRIVATE

Y

Library

Image 31: Maple School Site.

NONPROFIT

Y

Artist Live/Work

Y

Boutique Hotel

Y

Y

Mixed-Use
Educational Use

Y

Club/Restaurant

Y

Senior Center

Y

Y

Museum

Y

Y

Business Incubator Space

Y

Y

Solar on Roof

Y

Y

Performance Space

Y

Y

Small Theater

Y
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Figure 19: Prioritization of School Reuse Criteria
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Figure 20: Incorporation of Community Feedback into Reuse Criteria
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The final workshop exercise simply asked
the groups to “help us define criteria that will
prioritize desired uses.” This was the starting
point for developing the evaluation criteria
for future RFP submissions. Essentially
what was being asked is which factors in
determining the new uses for the school
are most important and which trade-offs
or compromises are deemed acceptable.
After brainstorming criteria, participants
again voted on priorities with sticker dots.
The brainstorming yielded a total of 119
criteria comments which the planning team
recategorized into 14 broad themes based

on the similarities between them. The votes
were counted for each of these categories to
understand the highest priorities.
Community Benefits with Spaces accessible
to all ages from teens, youth to seniors
and across all income groups, Additional
Amenities, Open Spaces and Learning
Spaces for the Community, and Potential of
the Schools to Increase Tax Base were some
of the highest voted criteria for future reuse.
The following graph represents the different
criteria and the community preferences as
voted by the participants.
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Building Reuse Criteria

Application Methodology:

Based on the public feedback regarding
different criteria, the planning team
developed the following matrix for the City’s
and the future school reuse committee’s
consideration. The future School Reuse
Committee can use these criteria to
evaluate the proposals received by potential
proponents.

The criteria provided above include
averages of the Sounding Board member’s
priority factor weights. The criteria were
developed with the feedback from the
community for all three schools. Given the
unique context of each school property
within the downtown area, the planning
team recommends the City reconstructs the
weightages for the three different schools
separately. Developing three different
school-specific weightages for the criteria
will allow the School Reuse Committee to
incorporate important location-specific
factors for individual sites.

The criteria are based on the 14 different
themes identified during the first Public
Workshop held on June 19th, 2019. The
criteria address future building use,
financial and economic considerations,
building design, parking, access and
site improvements, compatibility with
surrounding uses, sustainable design
considerations, and disposition process.

Priority Factors
The draft priority factors are weighted based
on the average priority level voted on by
Sounding Board members.

The evaluation criteria includes a column
for the Proposal Evaluation Score to be
filled out by the individual committee
members based on their proposal
evaluation. The Proposal Evaluation Score
is based on a linear unipolar three-point
scale from 0 to 2 with the following defined
levels/response categories.

Sounding Board members ranked the
priorities from 5 (high relative priority)
to 1 (low relative priority) based on their
participation in the planning and the
community engagement process. A ranking
of zero (0) occurred if the Sounding Board
found that the criteria should not be used
in the decision-making. A few members
did rank some of the priorities as zero.
In addition, some members provided no
ranking for some of the priority factors.
These blank rankings were excluded from
the calculation of the averages.
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Committee Member Proposal
Evaluation Score (Scale 0-2)
0 = Proposal is non-responsive to the criteria
1 = Proposal is somewhat responsive to the
criteria
2 = Proposal is fully responsive to the criteria

The defined levels are restricted to threepoints to reduce ambiguity and elicit clear
opinions from the committee members
in the proposal evaluation process. The
response category level “1” is provided for
the committee members to express neutral
or moderate opinions in their evaluation.
Category level of “0” should be used if the
proposal does not satisfy the said criteria.
The Proposal Evaluation Score should be
multiplied with the Priority Factor weights
to produce a score for the individual criteria
topic. The sum of these individual scores
will provide a proposal score for individual
Committee members. The average of the
total scores of committee members will
provide the overall ranking score for each
individual proposal.

*

0 = Proposal is nonresponsive to
the criteria
1 = Proposal is 		
somewhat
responsive to
the criteria
2 = Proposal is fully
responsive to
the criteria

Table 6: School Reuse Criteria

ID #

Category Topic

Criteria

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

1a

Community
Benefits

Intergenerational Use

Provides direct civic benefit through its function or
activities for Easthampton residents of all ages

This criterion allows for
potential civic uses to
be incorporated in the
building

3.44

1b

Seniors

Provides direct civic bene- Additional bonus points
fit through its function or for uses that benefit
seniors
activities for seniors

3.44

1c

Arts and
culture

Provides direct civic benefit through its function or
activities for Easthampton artists community

Additional bonus points
for uses that benefit arts
and culture in Easthampton

3.33

1d

Young residents

Provides direct civic benefit through its function
or activities for younger
residents

Additional bonus points
for uses that benefit teens

2.78

1e

Payment for
on-site or
off-site improvements

Provides indirect civic
benefits through off-site
or on-site improvements
or additional funding for
activities that benefit
Easthampton residents

This criterion allows for
the new owner to fund
off-site improvements or
provide direct funding
for civic uses at other
locations

3.75

1f

Enhanced
tax revenue

The reuse of the building
provides indirect community benefits through
enhanced tax revenues

Provides for the uses that
will add to the City's tax
revenues - like commercial uses, for-profit uses,
senior housing

3.67

1g

Public open
space dedication or
easement

Provides direct civic benefits in the form of a park
or a playground on the
site for public use

Provision for a public
open space in case the
site is not reparcelized
with a public open space
during the site disposition
stage

3.67
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Committee
Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

ID #

Category Topic

1h

Criteria

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

Public
parking dedication or
easement

Provides direct civic
benefits in the form of X
spaces of public parking
on the site with adequate
signage and wayfinding
for public use

Provision for public parking in case the site is not
reparcelized with public
parking during the site
disposition stage

2.72

Economic
benefits

Future use provides longterm positive economic
benefits to the City

Redevelopment/reuse
should result in long-term
positive economic benefits for the City as a higher
NPV of economic benefits

3.89

2b

Comparative
economic
benefits

The higher value proposition for the reuse of the
existing building will be
preferred if other factors
are equal

The highest financial value in the form of purchase
price or long-term tax
revenue, jobs created may
be preferred if all other
factors are equal

3.63

2c

Redevelopment
schedule

More rapid development and reuse will be
preferred to reduce the
holding costs and risks to
the City

Redevelopment should
be time-bound to reduce
City's risk with changing
market conditions and
proponent's funding

3.00

2d

Financial
capability of the
proponent
to develop,
operate, and
maintain the
use

The preferred reuse
proponent must be
financially sound and
capable of accomplishing
and maintaining the reuse
that it proposes

Redevelopment / reuse
proponent should have
secured funding resources to complete the project
and sustain the project
through lease-up/occupancy stage

3.89

2a

Financial
Considerations
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Committee
Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

ID #

Category Topic

2e

Criteria

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

Long-term
viability

The new use will be a
long-term occupant, and
there is a limited risk that
the City will be required to
undertake a subsequent
re-acquisition or disposition process

Redevelopment/reuse
should be financially
self-sustaining to reduce
the risk of defunct/vacant
buildings in Downtown
and without recourse to
City funding for operation
and maintenance

4.00

Preservation
of existing
architectural
character

Building reuse preserves
and enhances the existing
architectural character of
the building

Preference for uses that
preserve that existing
building

2.56

3b

Compatibility with the
surrounding
neighborhood

Building reuse/redevelopment that is in keepi9ng with the scale and
character of the existing
surrounding context

Preference for redevelopment uses that are
architecturally compatible with the surrounding
uses. This criterion allows
for potential demolition
of the existing school
buildings if they are functionally obsolete for the
proposed uses

3.33

3c

Site improvements

Reuse or redevelopment
of the buildings enhances
the building perimeter for
pedestrians and users

Preference for uses that
enhance and improve the
building perimeter including sidewalks, landscaping, improved pedestrian
entrances

4.00

3a

Architectureal Design
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Committee
Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

Adequate parking is
provided for all uses
on-site or with shared
parking agreements with
surrounding or adjacent
property owners

Adequate parking for uses
on site or with shared
parking arrangements so
existing parking infrastructure is not impacted

2.89

Future
neighborhood connections

Redevelopment/reuse
provides additional
pedestrian connections
through the site with
public access paths to
improve pedestrian connections to surrounding
uses on adjacent lots

Incentive for proponents
to incorporate connections to surrounding
properties if appropriate

4.11

4c

Pedestrian
amenities

Redevelopment/reuse
provides a safe, walkable
pedestrian environment
for all users with sidewalks, pedestrian routes,
and lighting separated
from vehicular circulation

Preference for safe,
walkable sidewalks and
pedestrian paths

4.00

4d

Bicyclist
amenities

Redevelopment/reuse
provides adequate on-site
facilities or improvements
for bicyclists

Preference for Bicyclists
with adequate bicycle
infrastructure including
bike paths, bike parking
around the site if required

2.67

4e

Parking
signage

Clear demarcation and
signage are provided
for vehicular circulation
including on-site parking, shared parking, and
service vehicles access,
loading, and unloading

Clear parking signage

3.11

ID #

Category Topic

Criteria

4a

Circulation,
Access, and
Parking

Parking

4b
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Committee
Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

ID #

Category Topic

Criteria

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

Clear signage

3.22

4f

Signage and
wayfinding

4g

Future public The proponent will parbenefits
ticipate with the City and
the surrounding property
owners with any shared
parking arrangements,
public path easements,
open space dedications,
and other arrangements
as brought forward by the
City to allow the continued use of the sites before
its redevelopment/reuse
to the extent feasible

Ensuring that the proponent is open to reasonable future public benefit
arrangements after the
site is redeveloped

4.33

Zoning

The reuse/redevelopment will be compatible
with zoning regulations
in effect at the time of
disposition

This criterion ensures that
future use is consistent
with the zoning. If the
community-desired uses
are not compatible with
the current zoning, then
the zoning will have to be
changed before disposition

4.44

Traffic management

The reuse/redevelopment Ensures that the new use
will not impose an activity does not generate additional traffic
level in terms of traffic
that is any greater than
when the building was in
use as a school

5a

5b

Compatibility

Signage will be provided
indicating the public
ways, pedestrian paths,
public amenities, and
open space
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2.89

Committee
Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

ID #

Category Topic

Criteria

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

5c

Night-time
uses

The proposed use will not
impose night-time activity that creates significant
negative impacts or nuisance with the surrounding neighborhood

Ensures that the new use
doesn't add night-time
activity impacts

2.56

5d

Day-time
uses

Ensures that the new use
The use will not result in
daytime activities that are doesn't add detrimental
inconsistent with the sur- daytime activity impacts
rounding neighborhood

2.33

Sustainable
Design

Redevelopment/reuse
of the site and building
incorporates eco-friendly
and sustainable design
features

The building incorporates sustainable design
features

3.63

LEED Certification

Redevelopment/reuse
of the building will earn
LEED Certification level of
Silver and higher

Additional benefits if the
building pursues LEED
certification

3.25

Diversity
of housing
types

The housing use proposed
adds to the diversity of
housing within the Downtown

This is to ensure that the
housing use prioritizes seniors and younger demographic who would like to
live closer to Downtown

3.94

Affordable
housing

The housing use proposed Ensures affordable housing at the same level as
includes 15% of units as
40R Zoning requirement
affordable housing units

6a

Sustainable
Development

6b

7a

7b

Building
Use
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3.33

Committee
Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

ID #

Category Topic

7c

8a

Form of Disposition

Criteria

Evaluation (for
explanation only)

Priority
Factor

Artist's livework

The building redevelopment/reuse includes
spaces focused towards
artists such as artist's
live-work spaces, artist's
studios

Additional preference
if the spaces focused
towards artists are incorporated

2.67

Disposition

The form of disposition
(lease or sale) should be
based on market considerations and provide the
best net present value to
the City

Disposition has to provide
the best value to the City

3.75
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Member Proposal
Evaluation Score
(Scale 0-2)*

5.3 School Reuse Scenarios
Pepin and Center Schools
Building Reuse
1. Promote a mix of civic uses that include
an intergenerational center/community
space with the Adaptive Reuse of the Center
School building.
2. Encourage redevelopment of the Pepin
School building as housing/senior housing
including affordable housing.
3. Alternatively, the Pepin School building
could also be redeveloped as a future
library with integrated community space.
An expanded library close to Downtown
will enhance the pedestrian activity in
Downtown and add vitality.
4. Center School and Pepin School both will
require significant architectural upgrades
related to code compliance, ADA accessibility
requirements, and improvements related
to building exterior. Center School building
is relatively small compared to the Pepin
School building and has maintained its
original form from 1902. Pepin School
building, built in 1912, is in relatively good
condition compared to the Center School
building, but is almost three times the
size of the Center School and will require
substantial financial resources for a publicly
funded adaptive reuse.

6. The Center school land should be
subdivided and separated into areas for:
 The building parcel and areas needed for
access, landscaping, and parking
 Public open space at the corner of Clark
Avenue and School Street
 Public parking, vehicular and pedestrian
ways
7. The public open space at the corner
of Clark Avenue and School Street can be
designated as an open space easement
during the disposition or can be made
available for public use with the subdivision
of the Center School parcel.
8. The Mayor's office should initiate the
formation of the School Re-Use Committee.
The Mayor's office should prepare and
solicit reuse proposals through a Request
for Proposals procedure. The building and
directly associated site area should be made
available to the entity and for a project that
will best meet the Building Reuse Criteria
recommended by the Downtown Strategic
Plan, consequent to successful negotiations
and with terms and conditions meeting City
interests.

5. The stewardship and responsibility for
disposition should be accomplished under
the control and direction of the Mayor, by
transferring the property from the School
Committee.
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Figure 21: Center and Pepin
Schools Reuse Study

Maple School Building Reuse
1. The Maple School building should be
promoted as a live/work or artist housing,
including an arts incubator and maker
spaces. Housing/senior housing could
become a second-best reuse option for
the school should the artist live/work and
incubator space prove not to be feasible.
2. The stewardship and responsibility for
disposition should be accomplished under
the control and direction of the Mayor by
transferring the property from the School
Committee.
3. The Maple School lot should be
subdivided and separated into areas for:
a. The building parcel and areas
needed for access, landscaping,
and parking
b. Public open space/park along
Maple Street

5. The Mayor's office should initiate the
formation of the School Re-Use Committee.
The Mayor's office should prepare and
solicit reuse proposals through a Request
for Proposals procedure. The building and
directly associated site area should be made
available to the entity and for a project that
will best meet the Building Reuse Criteria
recommended by the Downtown Strategic
Plan, consequent to successful negotiations
and with terms and conditions meeting City
interests.
6. The Maple School could also become an
alternative location for the public library.
7. Based on the Cottage Street Area Parking
Study, the Mayor's office should examine
the degree to which the Maple School lot
should be used for public parking.

c. Public parking, vehicular and
pedestrian ways
4. The public open space along Maple
Street can be designated as an open space
easement during the disposition or can
be made available for public use with the
subdivision of the Maple School parcel.
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Figure 22: Maple School
Reuse Study

7
Downtown Revitalization
Strategies






Downtown-wide Recommendations
Main Street Subarea
Main Street x Union Street Subarea
Lower Union Street Subarea
Cottage Street Subarea

Image 33: An aerial view of downtown at the
intersection of Union Street and Liberty Street.
Photo Credit: Patrick Brough.
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7.3 Union Street x Main Street Subarea
Land Use
1. Civic and housing-focused land uses
should be incorporated in the Union and
Main Street Subarea.
2. Promote a mix of uses. Residential/
senior housing and civic uses like an
intergenerational center with multipurpose
community space in close proximity to Union
Street will help enhance existing commercial
activity. Residential/senior housing uses
including affordable housing in Downtown
promotes diversity of housing types in
Easthampton and reduces dependence on
automobiles when residents live close to
services.
3. Encourage mixed-use infill development
along Union Street, especially on the Rite
Aid commercial lot to promote additional
activity along Union Street.

Open Space/Streetscape

Transportation/Access
(Parking)
1. Promote shared parking among the
different property owners. The existing
parking lots on the Rite Aid and surrounding
parcels, including Church parcels, could be
reconfigured to optimize parking inside the
blocks for shared parking.

Figure 29: Union Street x Main
Street Subarea Study

2. Encourage removal of fences to promote
pedestrian connectivity.
3. Contribute to the facilitation of a shared
parking arrangement with Center School
lot.

Future Library

4. Create pedestrian connections from
Clark Avenue to Union Street across existing
parking lots.
5. Consider closing Clark Avenue to
vehicular traffic (except emergency
vehicles, residents and service/ADA access)

EMILY WILLISTON LIBRARY

to create a pedestrian-oriented street

1. Create a small park/public open space
at the corner of Clark and School Streets,
look for opportunities to add more green
space. Integrate an open space requirement
as a part of the Center School disposition
process.
2. Seek to maintain/replace existing street
trees that will be impacted by the Union
Street reconstruction.

Future housing, senior housing

3. Promote temporary tactical urbanism
placemaking activities with food carts/
trucks and outdoor seating to generate
activity.
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Shared parking

Housing

Future mixed-use infill

Future Union Street
improvements
Parking for housing

Parking that can be converted to
temporary open space

Public Park
Future civic use (inter-generational
center, community space)

Parking driveway
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7.5 Cottage Street Subarea
Land Use
1. Promote mixed-use infill appropriate to
current scale of Cottage Street to build upon
the existing character of the area.
2. Potential mixed-use infill/redevelopment
of parcels on the north side of Cottage
Street would create opportunities for more
cultural/retail uses at the street level and
increase pedestrian activity. For this future
infill/redevelopment, building height should
be retained to a maximum of three (3) stories
to maintain the street character relative to
the existing two-story buildings.

Open Space/Streetscape
1. Create a small park/ public open space
along Maple Street behind the school
building to serve the neighborhood.
Integrate this open space requirement as a
part of the Maple School disposition process.

Transportation/Access
(Parking)
1. The current narrow configuration of
Cottage Street helps develop the character
of this area by promoting active uses on
both sides of the street that pedestrians can
easily patronize. The narrow street width
effectively slows traffic and creates a more
vibrant, pedestrian-oriented environment.

Figure 31: Cottage Street
Subarea Study

2. The City should examine the current
land uses and the existing parking supply to
understand the demand for public parking
in the Cottage Street area. This Cottage
Street Area Planning study should examine
the total demand for parking so that
comprehensive areawide parking strategies
can be developed to alleviate parking
challenges of the existing businesses.

2. Improve the streetscape at the
intersection of Chapel and Cottage Streets to
enhance pedestrian safety, walkability, and
appearance as a gateway to Downtown.

3. Traffic congestion due to Cottage
Street’s narrow right-of-way could be
alleviated by eliminating parking along the
north side of the street and using that space
to widen vehicular lanes or add a shoulder
for safety. The City can test this alternative
with temporary tactical urbanism type
improvements prior to implementing it.

3. Promote mid-block connections from
Cottage Street to the Maple School building
to improve the identity of the Maple School
building as a part the Downtown. Any
potential redevelopment of the residential
lots along Cottage Street should encourage
safe mid-block pedestrian access to the
Maple School building.

4. The one-way loop option will
invite heavy traffic and make truck
maneuverability difficult along Maple Street
and hence is not preferred at this time.
Further traffic study would be required to
understand the benefits and challenges of
this rerouting which is currently outside the
scope of this study.

4. Investigate opportunities to add more
public amenities along the pond (e.g. kayak
rentals, restaurant with outdoor dining
facing the pond).
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New on-street spaces

Table 8: Action Plan

Actions

Priority

Responsible Party or
Collaborating Parties

A

Redevelopment

1

Prioritize redevelopment efforts to areas within Downtown with greatest
opportunity for redevelopment

M

Planning

2

Promote redevelopment of the parcels identified in the parcels susceptible to
change including properties along Cottage Street

M

Planning

 Engage property owners to understand their future plans

H

Economic Development/
Chamber

 Understand development feasibility either as redevelopment or infill

L

Planning

 Remove zoning hurdles

H

Planning

 Engage in marketing efforts to promote redevelopment

H

Planning/Chamber

 Seek creative entrepreneurs to fill vacant spaces and redevelop/infill properties
with creative unique land uses – Rivertown Lodge – Hudson NY,

H

Chamber

Update Smart Growth Overlay District Zoning based on the recommendations

H

Planning

Promote active uses on the first floor – arts, restaurants, amenities

H

Planning/Chamber

B

School Building Reuse/Redevelopment

1

Change Zoning for the School Properties to allow uses desired by the community

H

Planning

2

Initiate formation of the School Reuse Committee

H

Planning

3

Develop School Disposition RFPs

M

Disposition Committee/
Planning

4

Research and encourage formation of community land trusts as potential nonprofit lessees of the school properties

L

Planning

C

Connectivity

1

Initiate Main Street pedestrian improvement study

M

Planning/DPW

 Examine the opportunity for road diet, pedestrian and bike improvements

M
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A household is a
single person or two
or more people living
together in a home or
an apartment as a
single housekeeping
unit.

4

Though its population has remained fairly stable for about three decades,
Easthampton is gaining households faster than total population. This is true
in most communities, and it reflects the gradual decline in household sizes
that has been underway nationally for over three decades. Since 1990,
Easthampton’s population has grown about 3 percent. Though Easthampton
has gained people at a much slower rate than Hampshire County (10 percent)
or Massachusetts as a whole (13.5 percent), its household growth rate is
much higher: over 18 percent, compared with 17 percent for Hampshire
County and 15 percent for the state. These statistics say a great deal about
the pressures placed on Easthampton’s housing market because household
growth – more than population growth – determines the demand for
housing.

Why so little new low- and moderate-income housing in Easthampton?
Easthampton has both land and redevelopable assets that make it attractive to
developers of market-rate housing. It is not surprising that virtually all new residential
development in Easthampton consists of detached single-family dwellings because the
City's zoning encourages them. The City has very few of the regulatory tools that
communities use to promote housing diversity and affordability. Yet, most of the
privately developed affordable housing in Easthampton has relied upon Chapter 40B
comprehensive permits - and they, in turn, have relied upon both the extent of demand
not met by ordinary operations of the market and access to subsidies like Low-Income
Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC). Special
permits that provide for affordable
housing, even with density offsets,
are not as enticing as the far greater
assurances
that
come
with
comprehensive permits or the as-ofright
approval
process
and
disincentives to appeal under
Chapter 40R.
The limited inventory of affordable
housing and the general difficulty of
creating housing in Easthampton
complicates its ability to address the
housing needs of lower-income
people, yet the city’s leadership has
clearly tried. By the time the last
Housing Production Plan was
finished, Easthampton had adopted
a Chapter 40R overlay district, and
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since then, the City has supported and approved comprehensive permits, identified
surplus municipal property that would be appropriate for affordable or mixed-income
housing, and most recently, established an emergency rental assistance program with
a $300,000 appropriation of Community Preservation Act (CPA) funds. There is
considerable interest in moving forward with bold plans to encourage multifamily
housing and mixed-income development through regulatory reform, disposition of
municipal property, and other means. And, even though accessory dwelling units
(ADUs) rarely qualify for the SHI, City officials want to explore ways to make them easier
to create. Taken together, these conditions bode well for the successful
implementation of this new Housing Production Plan.

What are the City's goals for this new Housing Production Plan?
Goal 1. Create a wide variety of affordable and mixed-income housing that helps to
keep Easthampton a welcoming, inclusive community.
Goal 2. Provide more housing options, including affordable and market-rate housing
options, for low-income families, seniors, and individuals with disabilities, through a
variety of mechanisms to increase housing choice.
Goal 3: Actively strive to achieve the Chapter 40B 10 percent minimum for affordable
housing by annually producing at least 38 units that count on the Subsidized Housing
Inventory, through local actions and approval of private development, especially
development of rental units.
Goal 4: Encourage new development and repurposing of existing buildings to create
affordable and mixed income housing that reinforces the development patterns of
Easthampton’s downtown urban neighborhoods and maintains a predominantly
single-family character in established single-family neighborhoods; strengthens the
vitality of downtown with diverse housing types; and promotes housing in walkable
areas convenient to shops, services, transportation, parks, and schools.
Goal 5: Promote the development of surplus institutional or town-owned property and
redevelopment of the mills to create desirable mixed-income and mixed-use
neighborhoods, where feasible.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Information for the Easthampton HPP comes from a variety of sources, including the
city, previous plans and studies, the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission, state
agencies, proprietary data, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
and Bureau of the Census. The most frequently used sources of data are as follows:
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Community land trusts are
non-profits that acquire
land, hold it in trust, and
lease it for housing and
other community
development purposes.
While lessees own the
improvements, the CLT
retains control of the land.,
which in turn ensures longterm affordability.

creating multifamily housing, rental housing, modest-sized singlefamily houses on small lots, and simplifying the permitting process
for accessory dwelling units.
Goal 2. Provide more housing options, including affordable and
market-rate housing options, for low-income families, seniors, and
individuals with disabilities, through a variety of mechanisms to
increase housing choice.
Similar to the first goal, this goal promotes creating more housing
options, but for the purpose of creating more affordability and
accessibility, including two-family housing, multi-family housing,
conversion of single-family houses to multifamily, accessory dwelling
units, mixed-use housing, mill conversions, and the community land
trust model.

Goal 3: Actively strive to achieve the Chapter 40B 10 percent minimum for affordable
housing by annually producing at least 38 units that count on the Subsidized Housing
Inventory, through local actions and approval of private development, especially
development of rental units.
Achieving safe harbor will allow the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) more flexibility to
deny a comprehensive permit application if necessary and to encourage projects that
address the city’s housing and community development objectives. Under DHCD’s
Comprehensive Permit Regulations (760 CMR 56), there are three conditions under
which a comprehensive permit denial will be upheld:
1. The city achieves one or more of the statutory minima, e.g., the 10 percent
minimum; or
2. DHCD certifies the city’s compliance with the goals of its approved Housing
Production Plan; or
3. The city has made recent progress toward the statutory minima (i.e., large
project or related application previously received). This can be accomplished
by permitting one or more developments within one calendar year that
increase the SHI by at least 2 percent of the city’s year-round housing base, or
152 units (that is, double the number of units required for a two-year HPP
certification). However, if Easthampton is working under an approved HPP, it
would not have to reach the two-year “recent progress” threshold to have a
comprehensive permit denial upheld.
Goal 4: Encourage new development and repurposing of existing buildings to create
affordable and mixed income housing that reinforces the development patterns of
Easthampton’s downtown urban neighborhoods and maintains a predominantly single-
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family character in established single-family neighborhoods; strengthens the vitality of
downtown with diverse housing types; and promotes housing in walkable areas
convenient to shops, services, transportation, parks, and schools.
Although Easthampton is small and much of it is already developed, the city has many
opportunities to repurpose existing buildings, redevelop underutilized properties, and
create infill development in existing residential neighborhoods. Easthampton should
strive for smart, secondary growth that maintains the character of what people want
in Easthampton while increasing the value and livability in the town.
Goal 5: Promote the development of surplus institutional or town-owned property and
redevelopment of the mills to create desirable mixed-income and mixed-use
neighborhoods, where feasible.
Easthampton has key transformation opportunities that could be appropriate for
redevelopment to create mixed-income, multi-family, and/or mixed-use residential
developments including properties in commercial areas, municipal property, and
institutional properties.
Wherever possible, it will be important for affordable units produced under this HPP
to be eligible for listing in the Chapter 40B Subsidized Housing Inventory (SHI). For
non-comprehensive permit units, this means making sure the units meet the
requirements of DHCD’s Local Initiative Program (LIP) by virtue of a qualifying local
action, such as:
1. Zoning approval, such as “by right” or special permits for affordable housing;
2. Funding assistance, such as CPA;
3. Provision of land or buildings that are owned or acquired by the City and
conveyed at a price that is substantially below-market value.
To be counted as part of the SHI, the units must meet the following criteria:
1. A result of municipal action or approval;
2. Sold or rented based on procedures set forth in an affirmative fair marketing
and lottery plan approved by DHCD;
3. Sales prices and rents must be affordable to households earning at or below
80 percent of Area Median Income; and
4. Long-term affordability is enforced through affordability restrictions, approved
by DHCD.
5. And, the SHI “New Units Request Form” must be submitted to DHCD.
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•

Traditional Neighborhood Smart Growth Overlay District 40R. Under the City’s
Smart Growth Overlay District Traditional Neighborhood Village, “multifamily
residential uses (over 4 units)” are not allowed. The City should consider allowing
this use by Plan Approval to support the potential development of vacant property
in the district.

•

Downtown Smart Growth Overlay District 40R. Easthampton’s recently completed
Downtown Strategic Plan provides several recommendations to improve the
attractiveness of the overlay for prospective developers. For example:
o

•

Redefine the current density requirement of 20 units per acre as a minimum
allowable density of 20 units per acre, leaving more flexibility to determine the
maximum allowable density for each project through the Site Plan Approval.
This would make the SGZD more competitive with the current Multi-family
Dwelling use in the Downtown Business (DB) district.

o

Delete the requirements of at least one affordable unit per project and a
maximum of 50 percent of the units being affordable. Keep only the
requirement that a minimum of 20 percent of the housing units be affordable
for projects with more than 12 units. In addition to maintaining consistency
with Chapter 40R, this change would facilitate compliance for small for-profit
developers, nonprofit developers interested in developing all the housing
component of a mixed-use project, and property owners seeking to add a few
housing units to their existing commercial buildings and increase their return
on investment.

o

Ease parking requirements for mixed-use projects by adopting standards in the
SGZD Downtown Mixed-Use Subdistrict more supportive of smart growth and
walkable neighborhood environments, at least for smaller downtown parcels.

Downtown Business District & R-5 District. Today, a “multifamily dwelling”
development is permitted by Site Plan Approval in the Downtown Business and R5 Districts. However, in the same districts, a “multifamily dwelling with 15 percent
affordable housing” is permitted by Special Permit. The ordinance should be
changed to allow the latter by Site Plan Approval in both districts.

760 CMR 56.03(4)(d)(2). The identification of specific sites for which the municipality
will encourage the filing of Comprehensive Permit applications.
•

There are several areas where the City would consider encouraging comprehensive
permits if developers needed to use Chapter 40B instead of the City’s own
(updated) zoning. These areas are identified in Map 3.1, a map of areas generally
deemed suitable for comprehensive permits or some type of incentive zoning
approach.
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o

Maple Street Elementary School. The site includes 1.48 acres and a three-story
building constructed in 1896. It is located near commercial uses along Cottage
Street with frontage on Maple Street, an area that is residential in character.
The 2020 Downtown Strategic Plan has identified affordable mixed-income
housing as one of the most desirable uses for the property when it becomes
vacant in 2022-2023.

o

Center/Pepin Elementary School. Constructed in 1912, the Pepin School was
last renovated in 1989. Though historically important, the building is not listed
on the National Register or located in a local historic district. The property
consists of the school building with 49,058 sq. ft. and a lot comprised of 0.7
acres and 031 acres divided by Clark Avenue.

o

Irving-Church Street. The seven small parcels that comprise this site provide a
potential development opportunity of 12.6 acres. Based on site studies
prepared for this HPP, the land offers multiple possibilities ranging from 30
single-family dwellings on 10,000 sq. ft., lots to as many as 100 units in a
compact traditional neighborhood development. (See Appendix X for
development concepts).

o

35 Pleasant Street/Roman Catholic Church. This site consists of two adjoining
lots owned by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Springfield. The combined lot
area is about nine acres and together, they could support up to about 90
housing units. (See Appendix XX.)

o

90-106 Union Street/Family Dollar Plaza. This property is also identified in the
2020 Downtown Strategic Plan as a location to “encourage the redevelopment
of the current shopping plaza including the Hurry Scurry site to create an
attractive mixed-use development that strengthens pedestrian activity along
Union Street; the housing component should include affordable housing.”34
Encouraging a 40B here would provide more flexibility than the 40R district
which does not allow units on the first floor and limits the number of affordable
units to 50 percent.

o

55-63 & 69 Union Street/Manchester Hardware. This property was listed in the
City’s 2014 HPP and it remains relevant to this Plan. The owner has recently
announced the closing of the store due to retirement. The site is centrally
located on Union Street close to goods and services, City Hall, Council on
Aging, and a grocery store. Encouraging a 40B here would provide more
flexibility than the 40R district which does not allow units on the first floor and
limits the number of affordable units to 50 percent.

The City would also encourage the filing of comprehensive permits in areas outside
the Chapter 40R District, but which are close to goods and services or public

34

Downtown Strategic Plan, 88.
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Table 14. Actions & Implementation
Action

comprehensive permits or mixed-income developments through zoning
changes
Evaluate options to allow affordable or modestly priced units on
nonconforming lots
Prepare RFP to solicit developer proposals for Center, Maple and Pepin
school site when the new school is completed and ready for occupancy
Consider special legislation for tax incentives to encourage mixedincome/affordable multifamily developments (similar to Amherst model)
Work with PVPC, DHCD, and local housing non-profits and
developers to establish procedures and incentives that would enable
property owners to do small affordable housing projects on small infill lots or
within existing homes or buildings.
Explore methods for increasing parking capacity within the mill
areas of the city to enable full build-out of existing buildings and vacant
lands
Create local comprehensive permit guidelines that communicate clearly what
the City is looking for in Chapter 40B developments; work with ZBA on
procedures to “streamline” approval process for projects that address City
guidelines.
Advocate for a higher inclusion of accessible units in proposed
affordable housing developments; determine incentives to encourage
developers to do more than the legally required minimum.
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P3364-03-01
May 13, 2021
City of Easthampton
50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, Massachusetts 01027
Attn: Jeff Bagg, City Planner
Re: Proposal for Phase I Environmental Site Assessment,
Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen
Maple Elementary School
7 Chapel Street
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Bagg:
As requested, O'Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates, Inc. (OTO) is pleased to submit this
proposal for an ASTM Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), Limited Asbestos
Screen (LAS), and Lead Paint Screen of the above-referenced school.
The purpose of our Phase I ESA (Task 1) will be to evaluate the Site history and conditions
to identify Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) as described in the ASTM
Standard E 1527-13. We have also included a Limited Asbestos Screen and Lead Paint
Screen (Tasks 2 & 3, respectively) to generally identify asbestos containing materials and
lead paint that may be present within the school. The Tasks are described below and on
the following pages.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Task 1 – Environmental Site Assessment
The ASTM Standard Practice E1527-13 defines RECs as the presence or likely presence
of any hazardous substance or petroleum products in, on or at a property: (1) due to
release to the environment; (2) under conditions indicative of a release to the environment;
or (3) under conditions that pose a material threat of a future release to the environment.
The term is not intended to include de minimis conditions that generally would not be the
subject of an enforcement action if brought to the attention of appropriate government
agencies.
Historical RECs (HRECs) and Controlled RECs (CRECs) will also be identified. HRECs
are past releases of any hazardous substance or petroleum product that has occurred in
connection with the property that has been addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable
regulatory authority, without subjecting the property to any required controls. CRECs result
from a past release of hazardous substances or petroleum products that have been
addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable regulatory authority with hazardous
substances or petroleum products allowed to remain in place subject to the
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implementation of institutional controls (such as an Activity and Use Limitation in
Massachusetts).
To complete the ESA we will perform the following four subtasks:
1. We will review the Federal, State, Local and private records as identified in the
Standard, in order to help develop the Site regulatory background and history.
Review of the Federal and State records and certain private records may be
performed through use of a database search firm;
2. We will perform a Site Reconnaissance following the procedures outlined in the
Standard;
3. We will interview property owners and occupants, abutting and adjacent property
owners and occupants (as needed) and local officials as outlined in the Standard;
and
4. We will prepare a Report of the findings.
To meet the All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI) Standard, we must request the information
outlined in the attached User Questionnaire and Pre-Visit Data Request Form. You should
be aware that if we do not receive the information requested in the User Questionnaire it
is possible that the “all appropriate inquiry” status may not be satisfied. In the event that
you do not have the answers needed to complete the Pre-Visit Data Request Form then
leave those parts of the form blank and we will interpret this as lack of knowledge of those
items.
The report will contain limitations to our professional opinions. Please bear in mind that
the report will not present scientific certainties but rather our professional opinions based
on the data obtained through our assessment. Given the limited nature of the tasks and
the inherent uncertainties in evaluating subsurface conditions and conditions inside sealed
building structures, we will not be able to represent or warrant that the site contains no oil
or hazardous materials, even if none are detected in our assessment. As stated in the
ASTM standard, no ESA can wholly eliminate uncertainty regarding environmental risks
at a site.
Our report will be prepared for the exclusive use of the Client. We would be pleased to
discuss extension of reliance to third parties through execution of a written contract with
such parties. Limitations of our liability to third parties will be clearly noted in the text and
appendices of our report. You should be aware that the information gathering activities of
a Site Assessment are considered to be valid for 180 days per the Standard.
Task 2: Limited Asbestos Screen
The Limited Asbestos Screen (LAS) will be conducted in general accordance with the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E2308-05. The LAS is
typically used to assess and identify suspect building materials in major building systems
that may contain asbestos and may have the potential to significantly affect the budget of
renovation/demolition projects. The LAS is not intended to wholly identify or eliminate the
risk of asbestos containing materials (ACM) within the Site structure, nor to satisfy the pre-
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renovation/demolition regulations put forth by the EPA NESHAP or Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) regulations.
As part of the LAS, existing asbestos related documentation may be reviewed if made
available to OTO personnel. Documents may include:
• Existing asbestos assessment and/or abatement reports; and
• Existing Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Action (AHERA) reports and or
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) plans.
In addition to existing documentation review, we proposal the following:
1. A walkthrough of the building, and physical assessment of accessible suspect
asbestos containing building materials (ACBM) will be performed.
2. A representative number of bulk samples may be collected to assess if suspected
building materials contain asbestos and if so, their concentration, type, and
condition. The samples will be analyzed by an American Industrial Hygiene
Association/National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (AIHA/NVLAP)
accredited and Massachusetts Department of Labor Standards (DLS) licensed
laboratory. Bulk samples and their building location will be clearly labeled with a
unique sample number.
3. Representative bulk samples will be collected by a Massachusetts licensed
asbestos inspector using EPA approved techniques and submitted to an
accredited laboratory for Polarizing Light Microscopy analysis. For budgeting, we
have assumed analytical fees at $20/sample and/or per layer (please note that
bulk samples may be comprised of multiple layers; each layer of each bulk sample
is to be analyzed for asbestos content and would result in an analytical fee per
layer). Additional bulk sample analysis will be conducted at $20/sample and/or per
layer.
4. In accordance with state and federal regulations, materials that are analyzed and
identified as containing 1% or greater of asbestos will be classified as ACM.
Additionally, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection defines
materials containing any amount of asbestos (less than 1%) be handled as an
asbestos containing waste.
5. The asbestos screen may include an estimate of the quantity of asbestos in and
on the Site building, presented in text form by description (i.e. location, and %
asbestos and composition). The general condition of the ACM (friable, non-friable,
etc.) and cost estimates for abatement may also be included in the report.
6. We may sample, as part of the asbestos screen, safely accessible structural
components and miscellaneous items including but not limited to:
• Resilient flooring and adhesive mastics,
• Wall materials (i.e. gypsum wallboard, plaster, etc.),
• Ceiling materials, (i.e. gypsum wallboard, plaster, ceiling tiles, etc.),
• Thermal systems insulation (boiler, tank insulation, pipe insulation), and
• Window or door caulk and glazing.
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We understand this assessment is part of a due diligence study for a grant application.
Since the building is an active elementary school and is currently occupied, destructive
sampling techniques may be limited or may not be used as part of this assessment.
Destructive sampling techniques include creating significant holes in floors, walls and or
ceiling cavities to determine if asbestos containing materials may or may not be located
within these cavities. Instead, suspect building materials or those that may be within wall
and or ceiling cavities will be classified as presumed asbestos containing materials
(PACMs).
For the LAS we will assume that we can extrapolate results between similar appearing
building materials. The report may also contain opinions as to the amount and location of
asbestos containing building materials.
The report will contain limitations to our professional opinions based on the data obtained
through our assessment. Our report will be prepared for the exclusive use of Client.
Task 3: Lead Paint Screen
A Lead-Based Paint Screen will be conducted to identify the general presence and
approximate locations of lead based painted surfaces within the building. Painted surfaces
with lead concentrations greater than 1 milligram per square centimeter will be classified
as “lead paint”. The sampling will be limited and random in nature and will provide the
client will a general determination if lead paint is present in painted surfaces. This
information may be useful for contractors bidding and performing work and may provide
them with the necessary information for compliance with the OSHA Lead in Construction
Standard, 29 CFR 1926.62.
The lead paint assessment will be conducted using a portable, hand-held X-Ray
fluorescence analyzer (XRF). The lead paint assessment will not be performed with the
intent of obtaining a Massachusetts Regulation Certification of Compliance. The building
surface and component along with the lead content will be identified in the report.
NON-SCOPE TASKS
The following is a list of some issues and conditions which are outside the scope of this
proposal:
1. Compliance with other site assessment report standards (bank or government
agency standards);
2. Review of compliance with environmental Activity and Use Limitations (AULs);
3. Drinking water quality;
4. Wetlands;
5. Regulatory compliance;
6. Cultural and historic resources;
7. Industrial hygiene;
8. Health and safety;
9. Ecological resources and Endangered species;
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10. Indoor air quality unrelated to releases of hazardous substances or petroleum
products into the environment;
11. PCBs in building materials;
12. Biological agents; and
13. Mold or radon.
If you do want to include an evaluation of one or more of these issues to the assessment,
please contact us.
COST ESTIMATE
We propose to perform professional services on a Not to Exceed time and expense basis
consistent with the attached rate schedule. Our estimate to complete the Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment, Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen is
$6,300. At times during the preparation of a Site Assessment Non-Work Scope items are
identified which should be performed to provide a complete report. An example of this is
a Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) file review in a case
where a MassDEP release location is identified on or abutting the subject property. In such
cases the Client will be notified so that the budget can be modified accordingly. Such
additional tasks will not be performed without Client authorization, and we will not exceed
our estimate without Client approval.
Table 1 – Project Costs Summary
Description

Cost

Task 1 - Environmental Site Assessment

$3,300

Task 2 - Limited Asbestos Screen

$2,500

Task 3 – Lead Paint Screen
Total Projected Cost

$500
$6,300

CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT
We propose to complete the tasks outlined in this proposal consistent with the attached
terms and conditions.
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City of Easthampton
50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, Massachusetts 01027
Attn: Jeff Bagg, City Planner
Re: Proposal for Phase I Environmental Site Assessment,
Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen
Center Elementary School
9 School Street
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Bagg:
As requested, O'Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates, Inc. (OTO) is pleased to submit this
proposal for an ASTM Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), Limited Asbestos
Screen (LAS), and Lead Paint Screen of the above-referenced school.
The purpose of our Phase I ESA (Task 1) will be to evaluate the Site history and conditions
to identify Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) as described in the ASTM
Standard E 1527-13. We have also included a Limited Asbestos Screen and Lead Paint
Screen (Tasks 2 & 3, respectively) to generally identify asbestos containing materials and
lead paint that may be present within the school. The Tasks are described below and on
the following pages.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Task 1 – Environmental Site Assessment
The ASTM Standard Practice E1527-13 defines RECs as the presence or likely presence
of any hazardous substance or petroleum products in, on or at a property: (1) due to
release to the environment; (2) under conditions indicative of a release to the environment;
or (3) under conditions that pose a material threat of a future release to the environment.
The term is not intended to include de minimis conditions that generally would not be the
subject of an enforcement action if brought to the attention of appropriate government
agencies.
Historical RECs (HRECs) and Controlled RECs (CRECs) will also be identified. HRECs
are past releases of any hazardous substance or petroleum product that has occurred in
connection with the property that has been addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable
regulatory authority, without subjecting the property to any required controls. CRECs result
from a past release of hazardous substances or petroleum products that have been
addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable regulatory authority with hazardous
substances or petroleum products allowed to remain in place subject to the
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implementation of institutional controls (such as an Activity and Use Limitation in
Massachusetts).
To complete the ESA we will perform the following four subtasks:
1. We will review the Federal, State, Local and private records as identified in the
Standard, in order to help develop the Site regulatory background and history.
Review of the Federal and State records and certain private records may be
performed through use of a database search firm;
2. We will perform a Site Reconnaissance following the procedures outlined in the
Standard;
3. We will interview property owners and occupants, abutting and adjacent property
owners and occupants (as needed) and local officials as outlined in the Standard;
and
4. We will prepare a Report of the findings.
To meet the All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI) Standard, we must request the information
outlined in the attached User Questionnaire and Pre-Visit Data Request Form. You should
be aware that if we do not receive the information requested in the User Questionnaire it
is possible that the “all appropriate inquiry” status may not be satisfied. In the event that
you do not have the answers needed to complete the Pre-Visit Data Request Form then
leave those parts of the form blank and we will interpret this as lack of knowledge of those
items.
The report will contain limitations to our professional opinions. Please bear in mind that
the report will not present scientific certainties but rather our professional opinions based
on the data obtained through our assessment. Given the limited nature of the tasks and
the inherent uncertainties in evaluating subsurface conditions and conditions inside sealed
building structures, we will not be able to represent or warrant that the site contains no oil
or hazardous materials, even if none are detected in our assessment. As stated in the
ASTM standard, no ESA can wholly eliminate uncertainty regarding environmental risks
at a site.
Our report will be prepared for the exclusive use of the Client. We would be pleased to
discuss extension of reliance to third parties through execution of a written contract with
such parties. Limitations of our liability to third parties will be clearly noted in the text and
appendices of our report. You should be aware that the information gathering activities of
a Site Assessment are considered to be valid for 180 days per the Standard.
Task 2: Limited Asbestos Screen
The Limited Asbestos Screen (LAS) will be conducted in general accordance with the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E2308-05. The LAS is
typically used to assess and identify suspect building materials in major building systems
that may contain asbestos and may have the potential to significantly affect the budget of
renovation/demolition projects. The LAS is not intended to wholly identify or eliminate the
risk of asbestos containing materials (ACM) within the Site structure, nor to satisfy the pre-
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renovation/demolition regulations put forth by the EPA NESHAP or Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) regulations.
As part of the LAS, existing asbestos related documentation may be reviewed if made
available to OTO personnel. Documents may include:
• Existing asbestos assessment and/or abatement reports; and
• Existing Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Action (AHERA) reports and or
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) plans.
In addition to existing documentation review, we proposal the following:
1. A walkthrough of the building, and physical assessment of accessible suspect
asbestos containing building materials (ACBM) will be performed.
2. A representative number of bulk samples may be collected to assess if suspected
building materials contain asbestos and if so, their concentration, type, and
condition. The samples will be analyzed by an American Industrial Hygiene
Association/National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (AIHA/NVLAP)
accredited and Massachusetts Department of Labor Standards (DLS) licensed
laboratory. Bulk samples and their building location will be clearly labeled with a
unique sample number.
3. Representative bulk samples will be collected by a Massachusetts licensed
asbestos inspector using EPA approved techniques and submitted to an
accredited laboratory for Polarizing Light Microscopy analysis. For budgeting, we
have assumed analytical fees at $20/sample and/or per layer (please note that
bulk samples may be comprised of multiple layers; each layer of each bulk sample
is to be analyzed for asbestos content and would result in an analytical fee per
layer). Additional bulk sample analysis will be conducted at $20/sample and/or per
layer.
4. In accordance with state and federal regulations, materials that are analyzed and
identified as containing 1% or greater of asbestos will be classified as ACM.
Additionally, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection defines
materials containing any amount of asbestos (less than 1%) be handled as an
asbestos containing waste.
5. The asbestos screen may include an estimate of the quantity of asbestos in and
on the Site building, presented in text form by description (i.e. location, and %
asbestos and composition). The general condition of the ACM (friable, non-friable,
etc.) and cost estimates for abatement may also be included in the report.
6. We may sample, as part of the asbestos screen, safely accessible structural
components and miscellaneous items including but not limited to:
• Resilient flooring and adhesive mastics,
• Wall materials (i.e. gypsum wallboard, plaster, etc.),
• Ceiling materials, (i.e. gypsum wallboard, plaster, ceiling tiles, etc.),
• Thermal systems insulation (boiler, tank insulation, pipe insulation), and
• Window or door caulk and glazing.
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We understand this assessment is part of a due diligence study for a grant application.
Since the building is an active elementary school and is currently occupied, destructive
sampling techniques may be limited or may not be used as part of this assessment.
Destructive sampling techniques include creating significant holes in floors, walls and or
ceiling cavities to determine if asbestos containing materials may or may not be located
within these cavities. Instead, suspect building materials or those that may be within wall
and or ceiling cavities will be classified as presumed asbestos containing materials
(PACMs).
For the LAS we will assume that we can extrapolate results between similar appearing
building materials. The report may also contain opinions as to the amount and location of
asbestos containing building materials.
The report will contain limitations to our professional opinions based on the data obtained
through our assessment. Our report will be prepared for the exclusive use of Client.
Task 3: Lead Paint Screen
A Lead-Based Paint Screen will be conducted to identify the general presence and
approximate locations of lead based painted surfaces within the building. Painted surfaces
with lead concentrations greater than 1 milligram per square centimeter will be classified
as “lead paint”. The sampling will be limited and random in nature and will provide the
client will a general determination if lead paint is present in painted surfaces. This
information may be useful for contractors bidding and performing work and may provide
them with the necessary information for compliance with the OSHA Lead in Construction
Standard, 29 CFR 1926.62.
The lead paint assessment will be conducted using a portable, hand-held X-Ray
fluorescence analyzer (XRF). The lead paint assessment will not be performed with the
intent of obtaining a Massachusetts Regulation Certification of Compliance. The building
surface and component along with the lead content will be identified in the report.
NON-SCOPE TASKS
The following is a list of some issues and conditions which are outside the scope of this
proposal:
1. Compliance with other site assessment report standards (bank or government
agency standards);
2. Review of compliance with environmental Activity and Use Limitations (AULs);
3. Drinking water quality;
4. Wetlands;
5. Regulatory compliance;
6. Cultural and historic resources;
7. Industrial hygiene;
8. Health and safety;
9. Ecological resources and Endangered species;
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10. Indoor air quality unrelated to releases of hazardous substances or petroleum
products into the environment;
11. PCBs in building materials;
12. Biological agents; and
13. Mold or radon.
If you do want to include an evaluation of one or more of these issues to the assessment,
please contact us.
COST ESTIMATE
We propose to perform professional services on a Not to Exceed time and expense basis
consistent with the attached rate schedule. Our estimate to complete the Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment, Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen is
$6,300. At times during the preparation of a Site Assessment Non-Work Scope items are
identified which should be performed to provide a complete report. An example of this is
a Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) file review in a case
where a MassDEP release location is identified on or abutting the subject property. In such
cases the Client will be notified so that the budget can be modified accordingly. Such
additional tasks will not be performed without Client authorization, and we will not exceed
our estimate without Client approval.
Table 1 – Project Costs Summary
Description

Cost

Task 1 - Environmental Site Assessment

$3,300

Task 2 - Limited Asbestos Screen

$2,500

Task 3 – Lead Paint Screen
Total Projected Cost

$500
$6,300

CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT
We propose to complete the tasks outlined in this proposal consistent with the attached
terms and conditions.
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ACCEPTANCE
This proposal may be accepted by signing in the appropriate spaces below and returning
one copy to us. This proposal is valid for a period of 30 days from the date of issue.
We appreciate the opportunity to be considered for this project. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely yours,
O'Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates, Inc.

Andrew P. Rolinger
Senior Project Manager

Edward J. Weagle, LSP, CHMM
Associate

AUTHORIZATION
This Proposal is hereby accepted and executed by a duly authorized signatory, who by
execution hereof, warrants that he/she has full authority to act for, in the name, and on
behalf of Client.
City of Easthampton
By: __

_____

Title: _

_____

Printed Name: _

_____

Date: _

_____

Attachments: Terms and Conditions, Schedule of Fees, User Questionnaire, Pre-Visit
Data Request Form
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P3364-01-01
May 13, 2021
City of Easthampton
50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, Massachusetts 01027
Attn: Jeff Bagg, City Planner
Re: Proposal for Phase I Environmental Site Assessment,
Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen
Pepin Elementary School
4 Park Street
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Bagg:
As requested, O'Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates, Inc. (OTO) is pleased to submit this
proposal for an ASTM Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), Limited Asbestos
Screen (LAS), and Lead Paint Screen of the above-referenced school.
The purpose of our Phase I ESA (Task 1) will be to evaluate the Site history and conditions
to identify Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) as described in the ASTM
Standard E 1527-13. We have also included a Limited Asbestos Screen and Lead Paint
Screen (Tasks 2 & 3, respectively) to generally identify asbestos containing materials and
lead paint that may be present within the school. The Tasks are described below and on
the following pages.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Task 1 – Environmental Site Assessment
The ASTM Standard Practice E1527-13 defines RECs as the presence or likely presence
of any hazardous substance or petroleum products in, on or at a property: (1) due to
release to the environment; (2) under conditions indicative of a release to the environment;
or (3) under conditions that pose a material threat of a future release to the environment.
The term is not intended to include de minimis conditions that generally would not be the
subject of an enforcement action if brought to the attention of appropriate government
agencies.
Historical RECs (HRECs) and Controlled RECs (CRECs) will also be identified. HRECs
are past releases of any hazardous substance or petroleum product that has occurred in
connection with the property that has been addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable
regulatory authority, without subjecting the property to any required controls. CRECs result
from a past release of hazardous substances or petroleum products that have been
addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable regulatory authority with hazardous
substances or petroleum products allowed to remain in place subject to the

Proposal for Phase I ESA, LAS, and Lead Paint Screen
Pepin Elementary School, 4 Park Street
Easthampton, Massachusetts
May 13, 2021

implementation of institutional controls (such as an Activity and Use Limitation in
Massachusetts).
To complete the ESA we will perform the following four subtasks:
1. We will review the Federal, State, Local and private records as identified in the
Standard, in order to help develop the Site regulatory background and history.
Review of the Federal and State records and certain private records may be
performed through use of a database search firm;
2. We will perform a Site Reconnaissance following the procedures outlined in the
Standard;
3. We will interview property owners and occupants, abutting and adjacent property
owners and occupants (as needed) and local officials as outlined in the Standard;
and
4. We will prepare a Report of the findings.
To meet the All Appropriate Inquiry (AAI) Standard, we must request the information
outlined in the attached User Questionnaire and Pre-Visit Data Request Form. You should
be aware that if we do not receive the information requested in the User Questionnaire it
is possible that the “all appropriate inquiry” status may not be satisfied. In the event that
you do not have the answers needed to complete the Pre-Visit Data Request Form then
leave those parts of the form blank and we will interpret this as lack of knowledge of those
items.
The report will contain limitations to our professional opinions. Please bear in mind that
the report will not present scientific certainties but rather our professional opinions based
on the data obtained through our assessment. Given the limited nature of the tasks and
the inherent uncertainties in evaluating subsurface conditions and conditions inside sealed
building structures, we will not be able to represent or warrant that the site contains no oil
or hazardous materials, even if none are detected in our assessment. As stated in the
ASTM standard, no ESA can wholly eliminate uncertainty regarding environmental risks
at a site.
Our report will be prepared for the exclusive use of the Client. We would be pleased to
discuss extension of reliance to third parties through execution of a written contract with
such parties. Limitations of our liability to third parties will be clearly noted in the text and
appendices of our report. You should be aware that the information gathering activities of
a Site Assessment are considered to be valid for 180 days per the Standard.
Task 2: Limited Asbestos Screen
The Limited Asbestos Screen (LAS) will be conducted in general accordance with the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E2308-05. The LAS is
typically used to assess and identify suspect building materials in major building systems
that may contain asbestos and may have the potential to significantly affect the budget of
renovation/demolition projects. The LAS is not intended to wholly identify or eliminate the
risk of asbestos containing materials (ACM) within the Site structure, nor to satisfy the pre-
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renovation/demolition regulations put forth by the EPA NESHAP or Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) regulations.
As part of the LAS, existing asbestos related documentation may be reviewed if made
available to OTO personnel. Documents may include:
• Existing asbestos assessment and/or abatement reports; and
• Existing Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Action (AHERA) reports and or
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) plans.
In addition to existing documentation review, we proposal the following:
1. A walkthrough of the building, and physical assessment of accessible suspect
asbestos containing building materials (ACBM) will be performed.
2. A representative number of bulk samples may be collected to assess if suspected
building materials contain asbestos and if so, their concentration, type, and
condition. The samples will be analyzed by an American Industrial Hygiene
Association/National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (AIHA/NVLAP)
accredited and Massachusetts Department of Labor Standards (DLS) licensed
laboratory. Bulk samples and their building location will be clearly labeled with a
unique sample number.
3. Representative bulk samples will be collected by a Massachusetts licensed
asbestos inspector using EPA approved techniques and submitted to an
accredited laboratory for Polarizing Light Microscopy analysis. For budgeting, we
have assumed analytical fees at $20/sample and/or per layer (please note that
bulk samples may be comprised of multiple layers; each layer of each bulk sample
is to be analyzed for asbestos content and would result in an analytical fee per
layer). Additional bulk sample analysis will be conducted at $20/sample and/or per
layer.
4. In accordance with state and federal regulations, materials that are analyzed and
identified as containing 1% or greater of asbestos will be classified as ACM.
Additionally, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection defines
materials containing any amount of asbestos (less than 1%) be handled as an
asbestos containing waste.
5. The asbestos screen may include an estimate of the quantity of asbestos in and
on the Site building, presented in text form by description (i.e. location, and %
asbestos and composition). The general condition of the ACM (friable, non-friable,
etc.) and cost estimates for abatement may also be included in the report.
6. We may sample, as part of the asbestos screen, safely accessible structural
components and miscellaneous items including but not limited to:
• Resilient flooring and adhesive mastics,
• Wall materials (i.e. gypsum wallboard, plaster, etc.),
• Ceiling materials, (i.e. gypsum wallboard, plaster, ceiling tiles, etc.),
• Thermal systems insulation (boiler, tank insulation, pipe insulation), and
• Window or door caulk and glazing.
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We understand this assessment is part of a due diligence study for a grant application.
Since the building is an active elementary school and is currently occupied, destructive
sampling techniques may be limited or may not be used as part of this assessment.
Destructive sampling techniques include creating significant holes in floors, walls and or
ceiling cavities to determine if asbestos containing materials may or may not be located
within these cavities. Instead, suspect building materials or those that may be within wall
and or ceiling cavities will be classified as presumed asbestos containing materials
(PACMs).
For the LAS we will assume that we can extrapolate results between similar appearing
building materials. The report may also contain opinions as to the amount and location of
asbestos containing building materials.
The report will contain limitations to our professional opinions based on the data obtained
through our assessment. Our report will be prepared for the exclusive use of Client.
Task 3: Lead Paint Screen
A Lead-Based Paint Screen will be conducted to identify the general presence and
approximate locations of lead based painted surfaces within the building. Painted surfaces
with lead concentrations greater than 1 milligram per square centimeter will be classified
as “lead paint”. The sampling will be limited and random in nature and will provide the
client will a general determination if lead paint is present in painted surfaces. This
information may be useful for contractors bidding and performing work and may provide
them with the necessary information for compliance with the OSHA Lead in Construction
Standard, 29 CFR 1926.62.
The lead paint assessment will be conducted using a portable, hand-held X-Ray
fluorescence analyzer (XRF). The lead paint assessment will not be performed with the
intent of obtaining a Massachusetts Regulation Certification of Compliance. The building
surface and component along with the lead content will be identified in the report.
NON-SCOPE TASKS
The following is a list of some issues and conditions which are outside the scope of this
proposal:
1. Compliance with other site assessment report standards (bank or government
agency standards);
2. Review of compliance with environmental Activity and Use Limitations (AULs);
3. Drinking water quality;
4. Wetlands;
5. Regulatory compliance;
6. Cultural and historic resources;
7. Industrial hygiene;
8. Health and safety;
9. Ecological resources and Endangered species;
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10. Indoor air quality unrelated to releases of hazardous substances or petroleum
products into the environment;
11. PCBs in building materials;
12. Biological agents; and
13. Mold or radon.
If you do want to include an evaluation of one or more of these issues to the assessment,
please contact us.
COST ESTIMATE
We propose to perform professional services on a Not to Exceed time and expense basis
consistent with the attached rate schedule. Our estimate to complete the Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment, Limited Asbestos Screen, and Lead Paint Screen is
$6,300. At times during the preparation of a Site Assessment Non-Work Scope items are
identified which should be performed to provide a complete report. An example of this is
a Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) file review in a case
where a MassDEP release location is identified on or abutting the subject property. In such
cases the Client will be notified so that the budget can be modified accordingly. Such
additional tasks will not be performed without Client authorization, and we will not exceed
our estimate without Client approval.
Table 1 – Project Costs Summary
Description

Cost

Task 1 - Environmental Site Assessment

$3,300

Task 2 - Limited Asbestos Screen

$2,500

Task 3 – Lead Paint Screen
Total Projected Cost

$500
$6,300

CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT
We propose to complete the tasks outlined in this proposal consistent with the attached
terms and conditions.
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ACCEPTANCE
This proposal may be accepted by signing in the appropriate spaces below and returning
one copy to us. This proposal is valid for a period of 30 days from the date of issue.
We appreciate the opportunity to be considered for this project. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely yours,
O'Reilly, Talbot & Okun Associates, Inc.

Andrew P. Rolinger
Senior Project Manager

Edward J. Weagle, LSP, CHMM
Associate

AUTHORIZATION
This Proposal is hereby accepted and executed by a duly authorized signatory, who by
execution hereof, warrants that he/she has full authority to act for, in the name, and on
behalf of Client.
City of Easthampton
By: __

_____

Title: _

_____

Printed Name: _

_____

Date: _

_____

Attachments: Terms and Conditions, Schedule of Fees, User Questionnaire, Pre-Visit
Data Request Form
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ENGINEERING DESIGN
ASSOCIATES, INC.
2 June 2021
Easthampton City Hall
City Planner’s Office
50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Attention:

Mr. Jeff Bagg

Reference:

Phase 1 Structural Conditions Assessment and
Phase 2 IEBC Code Review
Adaptive Reuse of the Center School
Easthampton, Massachusetts

Mr. Bagg:
Engineering Design Associates Inc. (EDA) appreciates the opportunity to submit the following proposal for
providing a Structural Conditions Assessment as well as an IEBC Code Review & Analysis for the abovementioned property. This proposal is based upon the Downtown Strategic Plan prepared by Harriman, Tighe &
Bond, and RKG Associates, dated March 2020.
The Project consists of the adaptive reuse the existing three-story school building, circa 1902. The building has a
footprint of approximately 5,559 square feet. The building will undergo extensive renovations to be adaptively
reused as either housing or mixed-use commercial. Therefore, the objective of the Phase 1Assessment is to help
you, the Client, and Design Team identify the structural deficiencies so that the remedial measures can be
factored into the project scope and budget. By verifying the existing building conditions and identifying both
problematic and potentially problematic conditions, a comprehensive rehabilitation plan can be developed by
the Design Team. The assessment is limited in scope and will be conducted to the extent necessary to render an
opinion regarding the specific items included in the Summary of Services (Refer to Exhibit A).
Upon completion of the SCA, EDA will commence with an IEBC Code Review which will address the adaptive
reuse of the existing structure. In conjunction with the Architect of Record, we will determine the appropriate
Level of Work, as defined in the 2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC). Based upon this Level of
Work, we will then review the Code to determine which Compliance Methods will offer us the most economical
approach to resolve any structural deficiencies found during the SCA as well as for the design of the new and
supplemental structural systems. We will prepare a structural narrative outlining our recommendations for the
Compliance Method to use. The design team would then evaluate which compliance method would be the most
advantageous for the project, as you cannot mix and match methods for the different systems (i.e. architectural,
mechanical, structural, etc.). Our final narrative will include the design approach for any reframing required,
providing new and/or reinforcing the in-place foundations, as well as the proposed modifications to the existing
lateral bracing system and supplemental measures to resist the wind and seismic loads set forth in 780 CMR.
The Phase 1 and 2 Services are further described in the Summary of Services (Exhibit A) as well as the Terms and
Conditions (Refer to Exhibit B).
Compensation for Phase 1, the Structural Conditions Assessment shall be the lump sum fee of twenty-three hundred
eighty dollars ($ 2,380.00) and the IBEC Code Review, Phase 2, shall be eighteen hundred fifty dollars ($ 1,850.00).
Any additional services shall be charged at our standard hourly rates or billed at a mutually agreed upon fee.
Currently, our 2021 hourly rate schedule is as follows:
Principal
Sr. Engineer/Designer
Sr. CAD Technician:
Project Manager:
Clerical:

$135.00
$115.00
$75.00
$100.00
$40.00

Associate
Jr. Engineer/Designer
Jr. CAD Technician:
Intern:

$125.00
$105.00
$65.00
$45.00

11 Central Street
West Springfield, MA 01089
Phone: 413.788.0182
Fax: 413.788.0967

Phase 1 Structural Conditions Assessment and
Phase 2 IEBC Code Review
Adaptive Reuse of the Center School
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Page 2 of 3
If Basic Services covered by this Agreement have not been completed within 72 days of the date hereof, through no
fault of the Structural Engineer, the amount of compensation set forth in this Agreement shall be equitably adjusted.
This Agreement, and Exhibits A & B hereto, constitute the entire Agreement between the parties. Please examine
this document and if acceptable, sign one copy and return it to us when you are ready to authorize work to
begin.
We look forward to another successful project with you.
Respectfully,

ENGINEERING DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC.
Mark Ebreo, Jr.

Agreed to and Accepted by:

(Signature)

(Date)

(Printed Name/ Title)

Authorized Agent for the City of Easthampton (Client)

Phase 1 Structural Conditions Assessment and
Phase 2 IEBC Code Review
Adaptive Reuse of the Center School
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Page 3 of 3
EXHIBIT A - Summary of Services
This is an exhibit that will be attached to and made a part of the Letter of Agreement between Engineering Design Associates, Inc.
(SE) and the City of Easthampton (Client).

Services

Included

Not Included

Remarks

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
1. Review available documents and reports
2. Perform a site visit to ascertain existing structural systems

Max. of (4)

Perform visual observations for: deterioration of materials,
damages, modifications, weakness in members or connections,
3.
settlement or other structural deficiencies of the Primary Structural
System
4. Examine the roof and below grade area for water infiltration
5. Perform a visual examination of the façade
6.

Prepare a preliminary structural analysis estimating the load
capacity of representative members for code compliance

Phase 1

7. Present a verbal report of findings and recommendations
8.

Submit a written report of findings and recommendations with
appropriate photographs

9. Attend meetings with Client

DETAILED ASSESSMENT
1. Perform services listed in the Preliminary Assessment section.
Provide a Code Review & Analysis based on the 2015 IEBC & 780
CMR 9th Edition. This review will be limited in scope and will be
2.
conducted to the extent necessary to render an opinion regarding
the Code impact relative to the proposed repairs/renovation.
3.

Identify and review load path for the basic gravity load system of
the existing Primary Structural System(s).

4. Identify (if present) and review the lateral load resisting system.
5. Identify existing and proposed Special Loading Conditions
6. Establish the appropriate Level of Work per Code.
7. Evaluate each of the Compliance Methods available.
8.

Present a verbal report of findings and recommendations to the
Client and Design Team.

Meet with Design Team Members to Evaluate the impact and
9. associated costs of each Compliance Methods. Collectively decide
on the most advantageous Method of Compliance
10.

Prepare a written report of findings and recommendations with
appropriate photographs and exhibits.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
1.

Prepare an Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for any new
and/or remedial structural elements or systems.

All of the costs associated with a crane and/or lift are excluded. If a
2. crane/lift is required, the associated costs will be billed as a
reimbursable expense (requires prior approval by Client).

Phase 2

ENGINEERING DESIGN
ASSOCIATES, INC.
2 June 2021
Easthampton City Hall
City Planner’s Office
50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Attention:

Mr. Jeff Bagg

Reference:

Phase 1 Structural Conditions Assessment and
Phase 2 IEBC Code Review
Adaptive Reuse of the Maple Elementary School
Easthampton, Massachusetts

Mr. Bagg:
Engineering Design Associates Inc. (EDA) appreciates the opportunity to submit the following proposal for
providing a Structural Conditions Assessment as well as an IEBC Code Review & Analysis for the abovementioned property. This proposal is based upon the Downtown Strategic Plan prepared by Harriman, Tighe &
Bond, and RKG Associates, dated March 2020.
The Project consists of the adaptive reuse the existing three-story school building, circa 1896. The existing
school building has a footprint of approximately 12,335 square feet. The building will undergo extensive
renovations to be adaptively reused as either housing or mixed-use commercial. Therefore, the objective of the
Phase 1Assessment is to help you, the Client, and Design Team identify the structural deficiencies so that the
remedial measures can be factored into the project scope and budget. By verifying the existing building
conditions and identifying both problematic and potentially problematic conditions, a comprehensive
rehabilitation plan can be developed by the Design Team. The assessment is limited in scope and will be
conducted to the extent necessary to render an opinion regarding the specific items included in the Summary of
Services (Refer to Exhibit A).
Upon completion of the SCA, EDA will commence with an IEBC Code Review which will address the adaptive
reuse of the existing structure. In conjunction with the Architect of Record, we will determine the appropriate
Level of Work, as defined in the 2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC). Based upon this Level of
Work, we will then review the Code to determine which Compliance Methods will offer us the most economical
approach to resolve any structural deficiencies found during the SCA as well as for the design of the new and
supplemental structural systems. We will prepare a structural narrative outlining our recommendations for the
Compliance Method to use. The design team would then evaluate which compliance method would be the most
advantageous for the project, as you cannot mix and match methods for the different systems (i.e. architectural,
mechanical, structural, etc.). Our final narrative will include the design approach for any reframing required,
providing new and/or reinforcing the in-place foundations, as well as the proposed modifications to the existing
lateral bracing system and supplemental measures to resist the wind and seismic loads set forth in 780 CMR.
The Phase 1 and 2 Services are further described in the Summary of Services (Exhibit A) as well as the Terms and
Conditions (Refer to Exhibit B).
Compensation for Phase 1, the Structural Conditions Assessment shall be the lump sum fee of thirty-two hundred
seventy-five dollars ($ 3,275.00) and the IBEC Code Review, Phase 2 services, shall be two thousand five hundred
forty-five dollars ($ 2,545.00). Any additional services shall be charged at our standard hourly rates or billed at a
mutually agreed upon fee. Currently, our 2021 hourly rate schedule is as follows:
Principal
Sr. Engineer/Designer
Sr. CAD Technician:
Project Manager:
Clerical:

$135.00
$115.00
$75.00
$100.00
$40.00

Associate
Jr. Engineer/Designer
Jr. CAD Technician:
Intern:

$125.00
$105.00
$65.00
$45.00

11 Central Street
West Springfield, MA 01089
Phone: 413.788.0182
Fax: 413.788.0967
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If Basic Services covered by this Agreement have not been completed within 72 days of the date hereof, through no
fault of the Structural Engineer, the amount of compensation set forth in this Agreement shall be equitably adjusted.
This Agreement, and Exhibits A & B hereto, constitute the entire Agreement between the parties. Please examine
this document and if acceptable, sign one copy and return it to us when you are ready to authorize work to
begin.
We look forward to another successful project with you.
Respectfully,

ENGINEERING DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC.
Mark Ebreo, Jr.

Agreed to and Accepted by:

(Signature)

(Date)

(Printed Name/ Title)

Authorized Agent for the City of Easthampton (Client)

Phase 1 Structural Conditions Assessment and
Phase 2 IEBC Code Review
Adaptive Reuse of the Maple Elementary School
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EXHIBIT A - Summary of Services
This is an exhibit that will be attached to and made a part of the Letter of Agreement between Engineering Design Associates, Inc.
(SE) and the City of Easthampton (Client).

Services

Included

Not Included

Remarks

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
1. Review available documents and reports
2. Perform a site visit to ascertain existing structural systems

Max. of (4)

Perform visual observations for: deterioration of materials,
damages, modifications, weakness in members or connections,
3.
settlement or other structural deficiencies of the Primary Structural
System
4. Examine the roof and below grade area for water infiltration
5. Perform a visual examination of the façade
6.

Prepare a preliminary structural analysis estimating the load
capacity of representative members for code compliance

Phase 1

7. Present a verbal report of findings and recommendations
8.

Submit a written report of findings and recommendations with
appropriate photographs

9. Attend meetings with Client

DETAILED ASSESSMENT
1. Perform services listed in the Preliminary Assessment section.
Provide a Code Review & Analysis based on the 2015 IEBC & 780
CMR 9th Edition. This review will be limited in scope and will be
2.
conducted to the extent necessary to render an opinion regarding
the Code impact relative to the proposed repairs/renovation.
3.

Identify and review load path for the basic gravity load system of
the existing Primary Structural System(s).

4. Identify (if present) and review the lateral load resisting system.
5. Identify existing and proposed Special Loading Conditions
6. Establish the appropriate Level of Work per Code.
7. Evaluate each of the Compliance Methods available.
8.

Present a verbal report of findings and recommendations to the
Client and Design Team.

Meet with Design Team Members to Evaluate the impact and
9. associated costs of each Compliance Methods. Collectively decide
on the most advantageous Method of Compliance
10.

Prepare a written report of findings and recommendations with
appropriate photographs and exhibits.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
1.

Prepare an Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for any new
and/or remedial structural elements or systems.

All of the costs associated with a crane and/or lift are excluded. If a
2. crane/lift is required, the associated costs will be billed as a
reimbursable expense (requires prior approval by Client).

Phase 2

ENGINEERING DESIGN
ASSOCIATES, INC.
2 June 2021
Easthampton City Hall
City Planner’s Office
50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton, Massachusetts
Attention:

Mr. Jeff Bagg

Reference:

Phase 1 Structural Conditions Assessment and
Phase 2 IEBC Code Review
Adaptive Reuse of the Pepin Elementary School
Easthampton, Massachusetts

Mr. Bagg:
Engineering Design Associates Inc. (EDA) appreciates the opportunity to submit the following proposal for
providing a Structural Conditions Assessment as well as an IEBC Code Review & Analysis for the abovementioned property. This proposal is based upon the Downtown Strategic Plan prepared by Harriman, Tighe &
Bond, and RKG Associates, dated March 2020.
The Project consists of the adaptive reuse the existing three-story school building, circa 1912 with renovations in
1989. The building has a footprint of approximately 16,507 square feet. The building will undergo extensive
renovations to be adaptively reused as either wellness center (YMCA-type) or mixed-use commercial.
Therefore, the objective of the Phase 1Assessment is to help you, the Client, and Design Team identify the
structural deficiencies so that the remedial measures can be factored into the project scope and budget. By
verifying the existing building conditions and identifying both problematic and potentially problematic
conditions, a comprehensive rehabilitation plan can be developed by the Design Team. The assessment is
limited in scope and will be conducted to the extent necessary to render an opinion regarding the specific items
included in the Summary of Services (Refer to Exhibit A).
Upon completion of the SCA, EDA will commence with an IEBC Code Review which will address the adaptive
reuse of the existing structure. In conjunction with the Architect of Record, we will determine the appropriate
Level of Work, as defined in the 2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC). Based upon this Level of
Work, we will then review the Code to determine which Compliance Methods will offer us the most economical
approach to resolve any structural deficiencies found during the SCA as well as for the design of the new and
supplemental structural systems. We will prepare a structural narrative outlining our recommendations for the
Compliance Method to use. The design team would then evaluate which compliance method would be the most
advantageous for the project, as you cannot mix and match methods for the different systems (i.e. architectural,
mechanical, structural, etc.). Our final narrative will include the design approach for any reframing required,
providing new and/or reinforcing the in-place foundations, as well as the proposed modifications to the existing
lateral bracing system and supplemental measures to resist the wind and seismic loads set forth in 780 CMR.
The Phase 1 and 2 Services are further described in the Summary of Services (Exhibit A) as well as the Terms and
Conditions (Refer to Exhibit B).
Compensation for Phase 1, the Structural Conditions Assessment shall be the lump sum fee of thirty-eight hundred
fifty dollars ($ 3,850.00) and the IBEC Code Review, Phase 2, shall be twenty-nine hundred ninety dollars ($ 2,990.00).
Any additional services shall be charged at our standard hourly rates or billed at a mutually agreed upon fee.
Currently, our 2021 hourly rate schedule is as follows:
Principal
Sr. Engineer/Designer
Sr. CAD Technician:
Project Manager:
Clerical:

$135.00
$115.00
$75.00
$100.00
$40.00

Associate
Jr. Engineer/Designer
Jr. CAD Technician:
Intern:

$125.00
$105.00
$65.00
$45.00

11 Central Street
West Springfield, MA 01089
Phone: 413.788.0182
Fax: 413.788.0967
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If Basic Services covered by this Agreement have not been completed within 72 days of the date hereof, through no
fault of the Structural Engineer, the amount of compensation set forth in this Agreement shall be equitably adjusted.
This Agreement, and Exhibits A & B hereto, constitute the entire Agreement between the parties. Please examine
this document and if acceptable, sign one copy and return it to us when you are ready to authorize work to
begin.
We look forward to another successful project with you.
Respectfully,

ENGINEERING DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC.
Mark Ebreo, Jr.

Agreed to and Accepted by:

(Signature)

(Date)

(Printed Name/ Title)

Authorized Agent for the City of Easthampton (Client)
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EXHIBIT A - Summary of Services
This is an exhibit that will be attached to and made a part of the Letter of Agreement between Engineering Design Associates, Inc.
(SE) and the City of Easthampton (Client).

Services

Included

Not Included

Remarks

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
1. Review available documents and reports
2. Perform a site visit to ascertain existing structural systems

Max. of (4)

Perform visual observations for: deterioration of materials,
damages, modifications, weakness in members or connections,
3.
settlement or other structural deficiencies of the Primary Structural
System
4. Examine the roof and below grade area for water infiltration
5. Perform a visual examination of the façade
6.

Prepare a preliminary structural analysis estimating the load
capacity of representative members for code compliance

Phase 1

7. Present a verbal report of findings and recommendations
8.

Submit a written report of findings and recommendations with
appropriate photographs

9. Attend meetings with Client

DETAILED ASSESSMENT
1. Perform services listed in the Preliminary Assessment section.
Provide a Code Review & Analysis based on the 2015 IEBC & 780
CMR 9th Edition. This review will be limited in scope and will be
2.
conducted to the extent necessary to render an opinion regarding
the Code impact relative to the proposed repairs/renovation.
3.

Identify and review load path for the basic gravity load system of
the existing Primary Structural System(s).

4. Identify (if present) and review the lateral load resisting system.
5. Identify existing and proposed Special Loading Conditions
6. Establish the appropriate Level of Work per Code.
7. Evaluate each of the Compliance Methods available.
8.

Present a verbal report of findings and recommendations to the
Client and Design Team.

Meet with Design Team Members to Evaluate the impact and
9. associated costs of each Compliance Methods. Collectively decide
on the most advantageous Method of Compliance
10.

Prepare a written report of findings and recommendations with
appropriate photographs and exhibits.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
1.

Prepare an Opinion of Probable Construction Cost for any new
and/or remedial structural elements or systems.

All of the costs associated with a crane and/or lift are excluded. If a
2. crane/lift is required, the associated costs will be billed as a
reimbursable expense (requires prior approval by Client).

Phase 2

